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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to studying two wireless relay network models, namely wireless tandem
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) relay networks and wireless two-hop multicast relay
networks.
Regarding wireless tandem MIMO relay networks, we develop a systematic approach to
analyze their fundamental diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) under the assumption that the
relays implement a class of practical full-duplex techniques that enable them to opt for either fullduplex or half-duplex mode. Based on the analysis, we make contribution from the following
aspects: First of all, we thoroughly compare the performance of full-duplex and half-duplex mode
operations in the framework of wireless tandem relay networks. We find that both full-duplex and
half-duplex modes have opportunity to outperform each other. Specifically, for many tandem
relay networks, in the low multiplexing gain region, the best relay-mode configuration is to let all
the relays operate in half-duplex mode since this relay-mode configuration achieves the best
diversity gain in the low multiplexing gain region. However, in the high multiplexing gain region,
the best diversity gain is usually achieved by switching some relays to full-duplex mode.
Furthermore, we study how residual interference at relays working in full-duplex mode affects the
DMT of a tandem network. We find that residual interference not only derogates the performance
of full-duplex mode, but also affects the optimal power allocation of the network. Specifically, if
residual interference is zero or has a sufficiently low power level, a linear power allocation scheme
can achieve the optimal DMT of the network. Otherwise, the optimal DMT is achieved by a
nonlinear power allocation scheme. Finally, the DMT analysis illustrates an effective principle to
deal with general multi-hop wireless networks, which is to break them down into small scale
subnetworks with certain key structures. Then, studying the general multi-hop wireless networks
essentially becomes studying those small scale subnetworks and the relationship among them.
Regarding wireless two-hop multicast relay networks, we focus on a case study where a single
source multicasts to two destinations through the assistance of two relays. We propose and analyze
the performance of a partial decode-and-forward protocol for the network, which includes the full
decode-and-forward protocol as a special case and achieves a better performance in general.
Specifically, we prove that the achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol can
either reach arbitrarily close to the cut-set upper bound of the network or reach within 1 bit/s/Hz
to that, asymptotically with respect to the transmit power. We also show that the partial decodeand-forward protocol can achieve the optimal DMT of the network. Then, we discuss the
perspective of implementing the partial decode-and-forward strategy to more general multicast
relay networks.

Keywords: diversity-multiplexing tradeoff, full-duplex, half-duplex, partial decode-andforward, wireless relay networks

Xue, Qiang, Lähes optimaalisten toistemenetelmien analyysi langattomiin tandemsekä monipisteverkkoihin.
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Tiivistelmä
Tämä opinnäytetyö tutkii kahta langatonta välitysverkkomallia, nimittäin langatonta tandem
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) välitysverkkoa ja langatonta monilähetysvälitysverkkoa kahdelle hypylle.
Kehitämme systemaattisen lähestymistavan diversiteetti-multipleksointi vaihtokaupan
(DMT) analysointiin langattomiin tandem MIMO välitysverkkoihin, olettaen välittäjien käyttävän käytännöllisiä full-duplex lähetystekniikoita, jotka mahdollistavat valinnan joko full-duplex
tai half-duplex lähetystilan välillä. Analyysin perusteella kontribuoimme seuraavilla tavoilla:
Ensinnäkin, vertailemme perusteellisesti full-duplex sekä half-duplex lähetystiloja langattomissa tandem välitysverkoissa. Huomaamme, että molemmat full-duplex ja half-duplex lähetystilat
voivat suoriutua toinen toistaan paremmin. Tarkemmin sanoen, monissa tandem välitysverkoissa silloin kun multipleksoinnin hyöty on alhainen, paras välitystapa on antaa kaikkien välittäjien
käyttää half-duplex lähetystilaa, koska silloin saavutetaan paras diversiteettilisäys. Toisaalta, kun
multipleksointilisäys on suuri, paras diversiteettilisäys saadaan yleensä asettamalla jotkin välittäjät full-duplex lähetystilaan. Lisäksi, tutkimme kuinka full-duplex lähetystilaa käyttävien välittäjien jäljelle jäävä interferenssi vaikuttaa tandemverkon DMT:aan. Huomaamme, että jäljelle jäävä interferenssi vähentää full-duplex mallin tehokkuutta ja lisäksi vaikuttaa optimaaliseen tehonjakamiseen verkossa. Tarkemmin sanoen, jos jäljelle jäävä interferenssin tehotaso on nolla tai
tarpeeksi lähellä sitä, lineaarisella tehojaolla voi saavuttaa verkon optimaalisen DMT:n. Muutoin, optimaalinen DMT saavutetaan epälineaarisella tehojaolla. Lopuksi, DMT analyysi havainnollistaa tehokkaan periaatteen yleisluontoisten monihyppyverkkojen käsittelemiseen, eli verkon jakamisen pienempiin osiin erilaiin avainrakenteisiin. Tämän jälkeen yleisluntoisten langattoimen monihyppyverkkojen tutkiminen tapahtuu tutkimalla näitä pieniä osia ja niiden välisiä
vuorovaikutussuhteita.
Langattomaan kahden hypyn monilähetysvälitysverkkon osalta keskitymme tapaustutkimukseen, jossa yksi lähettäjä monilähettää kahdelle vastaanottajalle kahden välittäjän avulla. Ehdotamme tälle verkolle osittaista decode-and-forward protokollaa, joka sisältää täyden decode-andforward protokollan erikoistapauksena ja saavuttaa yleisesti tätä protokollaa paremman tehokkuuden. Tarkemmin sanoen, todistamme että tällä protokollalla siirtonopeus lähetystehon suhteen joko lähenee asymptoottisesti verkon cut-set ylärajaa mielivaltaisen lähelle tai saavuttaa sen
1 bit/s/Hz sisään. Osoitamme myös, että osittainen decode-and-forward protokolla voi saavuttaa
verkon optimaalisen DMT:n. Tämän jälkeen, käsittelemme osittaisen decode-and-forward strategian impelentointia yleisluontoisille monilähetysvälitysverkoille.

Asiasanat: diversiteetti-multipleksointi vaihtokauppa,
langattomat välitysverkot, osittainen decode-and-forward

full-duplex,

half-duplex,
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation to study wireless relay networks

The development of modern communication systems has motivated the study of a variety
of wireless networks with different structures. Particularly, wireless relay networks,
where a number of relay nodes wirelessly assist information transmission from source to
destination nodes, have drawn a lot of attention during the past decades. This is due to
the following reasons.
First, studying wireless relay networks is essential for a class of important wireless
communication systems that operate in a decentralized manner. Such wireless communication systems are generally referred to as wireless ad-hoc networks, where there is no
pre-existing infrastructure and information transmission is based on node cooperation.
Specifically, all nodes can possibly assist in forwarding other nodes’ data, and it often
takes several wireless hops for a message to arrive at its destination. This decentralized
operation pattern decides that wireless relay networks are the building blocks of wireless
ad-hoc networks. Therefore, studying wireless relay networks is essential for wireless
ad-hoc networks.
Second, studying wireless relay networks also becomes increasingly important for
the cellular communication system. As is known, the cellular system has a backbone
infrastructure consisting of base stations, and mobile devices subscribed to the system
commonly access data by directly connecting to the nearest base stations via singlehop wireless channels. Thus, the focus of the study of cellular system has been on
various single-hop wireless channels such as the wireless point-to-point, multiple-access,
broadcast, multicast, and interference channels, etc [1–12]. However, as the cellular
system evolves, more and more ad-hoc features are introduced to it. Specifically, the
concepts of relaying and user cooperation [13–16] has prompted the study of many
wireless relay channel models in the context of the cellular system. Fig. 1 illustrates two
models of this kind, where information transmission between mobile subscribers and
base stations is assisted by relays or other mobile subscribers. It has been shown by
many studies in the literature [17–23] that these wireless relay channels not only can
help extend the coverage of the cellular system but also can significantly improve the
spectral efficiency and reliability of the cellular system.

17

BS
Relay

MS

Fig 1. Mobile subscribers communicate to the base station cooperatively or through the
assistance of relays.

Motivated by these benefits, more ad-hoc features are expected to appear in the future
generations of cellular system. A typical example is device-to-device communication,
which means that in proper circumstance, subscribers are allowed to communicate
directly with each other without routing the data paths through the network infrastructure.
Subscribers that directly communicate with each other must physically stay in close
proximity to each other, and moreover, they can be endued with the capability to forward
each other’s data. Therefore, they naturally form a wireless ad-hoc network, which can
support all kinds of proximity-based services such as local advertisements and local
exchange of information. A lot of applications proposed for the future generations
of cellular system belong to the category of device-to-device communication. Smart
communication among vehicles and LTE public safety services [24] are such examples.
In a word, the developing prospects of the cellular system indicate the importance of
studying wireless relay networks.
Finally, even just from pure theoretical perspective, studying wireless relay networks
is of great interest. Obviously, wireless relay networks can be regarded as more general
wireless network models that include simple single-hop wireless networks as special
cases. Through decades of effort, quite a few important single-hop wireless networks
have been intensively studies and well understood from many aspects [1, 2]. Then, as
the next step, it is quite natural and exciting to aim at extending our understanding of
single-hop wireless networks to various wireless relay networks.
In order to study wireless relay networks, it is necessary to classify them first. One
18

way of classifying wireless relay networks is based on the number of independent
information flows they support and the number of source and destination nodes associated
with each independent information flow. Specifically, in a unicast wireless relay network,
a data flow originating from a single source is forwarded by several relay nodes to a
single destination; In a multicast wireless relay network, a data flow originating from a
single source is forwarded by several relay nodes to several destinations simultaneously;
In a most general wireless relay network, several independent data flows among different
source-to-destination groups may be supported at the same time. Currently, a lot of
research work on wireless relay networks is focused on studying specific network models
[25–32]. Along the same line, this thesis is also devoted to studying two specific network
models: One is a unicast wireless relay network, namely the wireless MIMO tandem
relay network, and the other is a two-hop multicast wireless relay network. Detailed
description of these network models will be provided in corresponding chapters.
1.2

State-of-the-art of the study of wireless relay networks

The study of wireless relay networks could be considered from two aspects. On one
hand, since wireless relay networks can be regarded as generalization of single-hop
wireless networks, many concepts and techniques developed in the process of studying
simple single-hop wireless networks are still applicable to wireless relay networks.
Thus, utilizing these concepts and techniques to study wireless relay networks is an
effective approach. On the other hand, wireless relay networks also have some unique
features that are not possessed by single-hop wireless networks. These unique features
should be fully considered in the process of designing protocols and coding schemes for
wireless relay networks.
1.2.1

Common aspects of wireless relay and wireless single-hop
networks

The similarity of studying wireless relay and wireless single-hop networks is mainly
reflected in the fact that a same set of metrics can be utilized to characterize both of
them.
One of those metrics is the achievable rate region, which characterizes how fast
information can flow through a network when certain protocols and coding schemes
are implemented. In the process of studying the achievable rate region, two important
concepts have been developed. One of them is the capacity region, which is defined
19

to be the optimal achievable rate region of a network. It represents the speed limit of
information transmission in a network and can be utilized as a benchmark to evaluate
the performance of any specific protocol and coding scheme proposed for the network.
So far, the capacity regions of some simple single-hop networks have been found [2].
However, there is no effective approach to obtain the capacity regions of most wireless
relay networks yet. Therefore, in studying wireless relay networks, cut-set bounds are
often utilized instead of capacity regions as the benchmark for performance evaluation
[2, 33–35]. The other important concept that is derived from the achievable rate region
is multiplexing gain. Multiplexing gain is also known as degrees of freedom, which can
roughly represent the achievable rate at the high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regime. A
group of work [36–44] shows that multiplexing gain analysis can lead to simple and
neat analytical results, and still it is powerful enough to differentiate the performance of
many protocols and coding schemes. Therefore, multiplexing gain analysis is widely
utilized to study various wireless networks in the literature.
Besides the speed of information transmission, reliability of information transmission
is another major concern in the study of wireless networks, which can be directly
characterized by the metric of decoding error probability. In a wireless network, the
decoding error probability might be influenced by quite a few factors such as instability
of the wireless channels, i.e. channel fading, modulation in use, and codeword length,
etc. A thorough closed-form analysis of the decoding error probability that takes
into account the influence of all these factors can be too complicated and challenging.
This is shown by [45–48], where the expressions of decoding error probabilities are
obtained by resorting to some approximation techniques, yet they have quite complicated
form and can barely provide any heuristic insight. Therefore, similarly to the idea of
utilizing multiplexing gain, at the high SNR regime, a derivative metric of decoding
error probability, namely diversity gain, is often utilized in place of decoding error
probability to characterize the reliability of information transmission in a network.
Diversity gain analysis also often leads to quite simple and insightful analytical results
[49–53]. Moreover, it is shown by [54] that for quasi-static flat fading wireless channels,
when the codeword length is sufficiently long, decoding errors are dominated by outage
events of the wireless channels, and therefore, diversity gain can also be directly defined
and derived from the outage probability, which further reduces the complexity of its
analysis.
Analyzing multiplexing and diversity gains not only has the merit of simplicity, but
more importantly, it can concisely and analytically characterize the fundamental tradeoff
between the speed and reliability of information transmission in wireless networks. The
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first DMT analysis is carried out on Rayleigh-fading MIMO point-to-point wireless
channels in the pioneer work of [54]. Then, it is generalized to a number of more
complicated wireless networks in [55–61]. DMT analysis has become an important tool
for studying wireless networks, and it plays an important role in guiding the design of
protocols and coding schemes for the networks.
Besides the metrics mentioned above, there are also other ones being utilized to
study wireless networks from other aspects. For instance, energy efficiency, which
characterizes how efficiently proposed protocols and coding schemes consume energy,
has been investigated in many wireless networks, as green communication draws more
and more attention in both academy and industry.
1.2.2

Unique features of wireless relay networks

After discussing the common aspects of wireless relay and wireless single-hop networks,
let us focus on the unique features of wireless relay networks in this section.
First of all, since relays play the essential role in supporting information transmission
in wireless relay networks, designing proper relaying strategies is the central task of
studying wireless relay networks and significant progress has been made in this respect.
Specifically, several types of relaying strategies have been proposed and investigated
under various wireless relay network models [62–69].
One strategy is amplify-and-forward, where the relay simply acts as a repeater
and transmits a scaled version of its received signals. A relay can utilize this strategy,
regardless of the channel quality observed by it. Therefore, this strategy is quite flexible.
However, since no decoding is performed by the relay, along with message-carrying
signals, noise will also be amplified and forwarded. As a result, noise will accumulate
with each retransmission, which becomes the main adverse factor that restricts the
network performance.
Instead of transmitting a scaled version of the received signals, the relay can also
forward a quantized and compressed version of them. This strategy is referred to as
compress-and-forward, where the forwarded version of signals are correlated to but
unlikely to be the same as the received one. Thus, noise accumulation phenomenon
also occurs in this strategy. In addition, this strategy is also quite flexible, since its
implementation does not have any requirement on the channel quality observed by the
relay.
The third type of relaying strategy is decode-and-forward, where the relay is required
to only forward decoded information. Based on the feature of the decoded information,
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the decode-and-forward strategy can be further divided into three cases. The first case
is full decode-and-forward. In this case, the relay is required to completely decode
received codewords and retrieve all messages carried by them. Then the relay re-encodes
the messages into new codewords and forward them towards the destinations. The
second case is partial decode-and-forward. In this case, the relay can only decode
part of the received codewords and thus retrieve part of the messages carried by them.
Then the relay re-encodes the decoded part of messages into new codewords and sends
them. The last case is compute-and-forward. In this case, the relay simultaneously
receive several codewords and can decode a linear equation of the messages carried
by them. Then the relay re-encodes the linear equation of those messages into new
codewords and forward them to the destinations. The full decode-and-forward strategy
lacks the flexibility of the amplify-and-forward and compress-and-forward strategies,
because its implementation is restricted by the backward channel observed by the relay.
Specifically, only when the backward channel is sufficiently good, the relay can retrieve
and forward the whole received messages; otherwise, the relay will forward nothing.
However, partial decode-and-forward can be implemented by a relay regardless of the
backward channel it observes. In particular, the proportion of decodable messages can
be smoothly adjusted to fit any specific backward channel condition. Furthermore, since
the decode-and-forward strategy guarantees that the relay filters out the uncertain part of
the received messages and only forwards the reliable part, noise will not accumulate
when this strategy is utilized.
Another evident feature of wireless relay networks is that they usually have more
complicated structures than wireless single-hop networks. Specifically, in a wireless
relay network, there are often multiple multi-hop paths connecting the source and
destination nodes, which are supported by different groups of relays. This has a twofold
impact.
On one hand, it provides opportunities for relays to cooperate in forwarding messages
to destinations. In particular, in studying wireless relay networks, it is a common
approach to treat a certain set of relays as distributed antennas of a single virtual node,
over which schemes such as space-time coding and distributed beamforming might be
implemented to explore similar performance gains as in MIMO systems.
On the other hand, complicated network structures means that the design and
analysis of coding schemes for wireless relay networks will be complicated as well,
which is reflected in the following aspects. First, the definition of many important
concepts such as multiplexing and diversity gains, which are clearly established in the
context of simple wireless single-hop networks, need be modified in the context of
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wireless relay networks to take care of the multi-hop feature. A detailed discussion
on this point will be provided later when we study wireless tandem relay networks.
Next, it is often a very challenging task to find coding schemes that make best use of all
possible paths between source and destination nodes, and even if such coding schemes
are found, they are usually too complicated to implement in practice. As a result, the
design target is often switched to finding simpler coding schemes that can achieve
sub-optimal performance with much lower complexity. Even so, the task might still
be tricky and requires clever design. Finally, since a relay could possibly operate in
two basic modes, i.e. full-duplex (FD) and half-duplex (HD) modes, a wireless relay
network usually has more than one possible relay-mode configurations. In order to find
the optimal performance of a wireless relay network, it is often necessary to make a
thorough comparison among all the possible configurations of the network.
1.3

Contributions and outline of the thesis

The thesis is written as a monograph based on two submitted journal papers [72, 73] and
one conference paper [74]. The author of this thesis played the main role in developing
the ideas, deriving the equations, performing the simulations and writing the papers.
The role of the co-authors was to provide guidance and criticism during the research and
writing process.
In addition to [72–74], which comprise the main content of the thesis, publications
[75–79] by the thesis author are not included in the thesis.
In this thesis, two wireless relay network models are studied.
We first study wireless tandem MIMO relay networks where there could be an
arbitrary number of relays. The relays are assumed to implement a class of practical
FD techniques and can operate in either HD or FD mode. We develop a systematic
approach to analyze the fundamental DMT of the tandem relay networks. Specifically,
we show that a general multi-hop tandem relay network can have several relay-mode
configurations, which correspond to different optimal transmission mechanisms and
have different optimal DMT functions. Therefore, to obtain the optimal DMT of the
multi-hop tandem relay network, it is necessary to characterize the DMT of the network
under any relay-mode configuration. Then, we show that the DMT of the multi-hop
tandem relay network with a specific relay-mode configuration is determined by some
special small scale subnetworks of it. And it is sufficient to analyze and compare the
DMT of those small scale subnetworks to obtain the DMT of the multi-hop tandem relay
network with the specific relay-mode configuration. However, for certain relay-mode
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configurations of the tandem network, the small scale subnetworks to be considered
might be statistically correlated to each other, and thus need be jointly analyzed. We
develop an efficient approach to do so.
Based on the DMT results, we make a thorough comparison between the HD and
FD mode operations. We find that FD and HD mode operations both have opportunity to
outperform each other, which depends on the network settings and targeted working
regions. Specifically, for many tandem relay networks, HD mode operation would
perform better in the low multiplexing gain region, while FD mode operation would
perform better in the high multiplexing gain region. Furthermore, we show how residual
interference at relays working in full-duplex mode affects the DMT of a tandem network.
We find that residual interference not only derogates the performance of full-duplex
mode, but also affects the optimal power allocation of the network. Specifically, if
residual interference is zero or has a sufficiently low power level, a linear power
allocation scheme can achieve the optimal DMT of the network. Otherwise, the optimal
DMT is achieved by a nonlinear power allocation scheme.
Then, we conduct a case study on a two-hop wireless multicast relay network, which
resembles the unicast diamond relay network studied in [70, 71] in many aspects. We
propose and analyze the performance of a partial decode-and-forward protocol for the
network, which includes the full decode-and-forward protocol as a special case and
achieves a better performance in general. Specifically, we prove that the achievable
rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol can either reach arbitrarily close to the
cut-set upper bound of the network or reach within 1 bit/s/Hz to that, asymptotically
with respect to the transmit power. We also show that the partial decode-and-forward
protocol can achieve the optimal DMT of the network. Furthermore, we briefly discuss
the perspective of implementing the partial decode-and-forward strategy to more general
multicast relay networks.
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2

Diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of tandem
MIMO relay networks under full-duplex and
half-duplex mode operation

2.1

Introduction

FD and HD are the two basic modes in which a node can operate in wireless networks
[60, 80–83]. A node operating in HD mode either transmits and receives in different
time slots over the same frequency band or transmits and receives simultaneously over
different frequency bands. However, a node operating in FD mode can transmit and
receive simultaneously over the same frequency band. The operation modes of the
nodes in a wireless relay network can greatly impact the performance of the network. In
particular, it is shown by a large number of work such as [60, 80–83] that if the nodes in
a wireless network can operate in an ideal FD mode instead of HD mode, the network
performance will always be improved. In the ideal FD mode, every antenna of the node
is assumed to be able to transmit and receive simultaneously over the same frequency
band with self-interference completely cancelled. Therefore, a node, which has M
antennas and operates in the ideal FD mode, can simultaneously work as an M -antenna
receiver and an M -antenna transmitter.
To harvest the potential performance gain associated with FD mode operation,
many efforts are currently dedicated to designing nodes that can operate in FD mode
in practice [84–89]. These practical FD techniques can indeed enable a node to
simultaneously transmit and receive over the same frequency band. However, their
design principles determine that the FD mode realized by them are not exactly the same
as the theoretical ideal FD mode. Specifically, there are two key differences: On one
hand, self-interference is assumed to be completely cancelled in the ideal FD mode, but
there usually is residual self-interference in practical FD mode. On the other hand, it
is assumed that every antenna can be used to transmit and receive simultaneously in
the ideal FD mode, but in a majority of practical FD designs, the roles of transmit and
receive antennas are played by different groups of antennas, respectively.
These differences imply that practical FD mode probably could not achieve the same
performance as the ideal FD mode. Then, naturally, it is interesting to find out how
different the performance achieved by practical FD mode is from that achieved by the
ideal FD mode. This is exactly the main target of the study in this chapter. Specifically,
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in this chapter, wireless tandem MIMO relay networks are studied, where we investigate
a class of practical FD techniques that enable the relays to operate in either HD or FD
mode. The fundamental DMT of the networks under various relay-mode configurations
is analyzed. It is found that for many tandem relay networks, in the low multiplexing
gain region, the best relay-mode configuration is to let all the relays operate in HD
mode, since this relay-mode configuration achieves the best diversity gain in the low
multiplexing gain region. However, in the high multiplexing gain region, the best
diversity gain is usually achieved by switching some relays to FD mode. Furthermore, it
is also found that residual interference not only degrades the performance of FD mode
operation, but also affects the optimal power allocation of the networks. Specifically, if
residual interference is zero or has a sufficiently low power level, it is optimal to let all
nodes transmit with the highest possible power. Otherwise, it is better to incrementally
reduce the transmit power of a sequence of relays working in FD mode.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: First, we roughly summarize
the state of the art in the area of practical FD design and highlight some specific FD
techniques to be considered. Next, we describe the system model of a general tandem
MIMO relay network and define diversity and multiplexing gains for it. At this point, all
ingredients for DMT analysis are ready. Then, we take the following three steps to
perform DMT analysis for tandem relay networks:
1 Perform DMT analysis for two-hop tandem relay networks under the assumption that
residual-interference is zero.
2 Perform DMT analysis for general multi-hop tandem relay networks under the
assumption that residual-interference is zero.
3 Under the assumption that residual-interference is nonzero, perform DMT analysis
for a two-hop tandem relay network in detail and discuss the impact of residualinterference on general multi-hop tandem relay networks.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn.
2.2

State of the art of practical FD design

In this section, we will briefly review the state of the art in the area of FD design.
When a node operates in FD mode, its own transmit signals will cause enormous
interference at its receive RF chains. Therefore, the essential task of FD design is
to cancel the enormous self-interference. Generally speaking, the self-interference
cancellation process consists of two stages, namely passive and active cancellation.
Passive cancellation mainly refers to reducing self-interference by proper antenna design,
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which is essential for avoiding saturation of the receive RF chains. Active cancellation
refers to reducing self-interference further by analog and digital signal processing,
which is implemented at both the RF and baseband modules of the receive circuits.
There are basically two types of antenna designs for passive cancellation. The first
type, which is considered in few work such as [89], mimics the ideal FD mode by
letting a single antenna transmit and receive simultaneously. The second type, which
is currently considered by most practical FD techniques, is to separate transmit and
receive antennas. For instance, it is proposed in [86] that FD mode operation can be
realized by equipping the node with two orthogonally polarized patch antennas. One of
the antennas is connected to a transmit RF chain to be utilized as the transmit antenna,
and the other antenna is connected to a receive RF chain to be utilized as the receive
antenna. This node can simultaneously work as a single-antenna transmitter and a
single-antenna receiver. Furthermore, the MIDU technique proposed in [87] also utilizes
different groups of antennas to transmit and receive, and it enables the node to support
more degrees of freedom while operating in FD mode. In the MIDU technique, the
antennas of the node are built symmetrically and divided into two groups. When the
node operates in FD mode, either group of antennas can be selected to transmit and the
other group will be utilized to receive. After selecting the transmit and receive antennas,
some further antenna coordination is needed to reduce self-interference, and there are
two ways to do so. One way is to pair up the receive antennas. Specifically, since a
pair of symmetric receive antennas receive almost identical copies of self-interference
signals, the receive signals of one antenna can be subtracted from that of the other
antenna to reduce the strength of the self-interference signals. The subtraction can
be realized by shifting the phase of the receive signals at one antenna by 180 degrees
and combine it with the receive signals at the other antenna. With this type of antenna
coordination, the pair of symmetric receive antennas essentially act as a single antenna.
The other way is to pair up the transmit antennas. Specifically, a same stream of signals
will be transmitted by a pair of symmetric transmit antennas, and to create null radiation
point at the positions of the receive antennas, there should be a 180 degree phase shift
between the transmit signals of the pair of symmetric transmit antennas. With this type
of antenna coordination, the pair of symmetric transmit antennas essentially act as a
single antenna. In short, the MIDU technique not only enables the node to operate in FD
mode but also supports flexible antenna configurations in FD mode, which is illustrated
by the example in Fig. 2.
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Fig 2. Four ways of antenna coordination for FD mode operation in the MIDU technique.

Besides operating in FD mode, the node implementing the MIDU technique can
also operate in HD mode where all the antennas in both groups will be simultaneously
utilized as either transmit or receive antennas. Notice that the flexibility of being able to
freely switch the roles of the antennas requires that every antenna of the node should be
connected to a transmit RF chain and a receive RF chain. In case that there is less RF
chains available, e.g. each antenna only connected to a transmit or receive RF chain, the
flexibility would be compromised, and the antennas would only play fixed roles.
Besides the way of designing antennas in the MIDU technique, another way to
realize passive cancellation is to simply locate transmit and receive antennas far away
enough from each other, which we call distributed-antenna FD design. This design is
naturally suitable for characterizing a virtual MIMO system consisting of two relays that
are coordinated by a central controller through a backhaul link. The virtual MIMO
system can work in FD mode where either relay can be selected to transmit and the other
relay receives simultaneously. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The system can also work in
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HD mode, where both relays cooperatively transmit or receive like a single virtual node.

Self-interference

Node 1

Node 1

Node 2

Backhaul
connection

(a)

Node 2

Backhaul
connection

(b)

Fig 3. Two ways to configure the relays when the virtual MIMO system works in FD mode.
The receiving relay knows the codewords implemented by the transmitting relay through the
backhaul link, and thus, it can use this information to cancel the self-interference.

So far, almost all existing MIMO FD techniques consider utilizing different groups
of antennas to transmit and receive. Therefore, we will focus on studying such FD
techniques, which, as seen from the above examples, can be modelled as follows: The
node has totally M antennas, which are separated into two groups with M I and M II
antennas in each group, respectively. It holds that M = M I + M II . We denote the
transmit and receive antennas of the node as M t and M r , and assume that the node
is equipped with sufficient RF chains to support full flexibility. Then, when the node
operates in HD mode, all the M antennas can be utilized to transmit or receive, which
means M t = M r = M ; When the node operates in FD mode, the two groups of
antennas can freely switch roles as transmit and receive antennas in real time, which
means either M t = M I and M r = M II or M t = M II and M r = M I .
According to this model, we observe that the FD mode realized by the FD techniques
that use different groups of antennas to transmit and receive apparently cannot perform
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as well as the theoretical ideal FD mode, since there are strictly less transmit and receive
antennas in the former than in the latter. More interestingly, as will be shown, in some
cases, it might be better to let the node operate in HD mode rather than in FD mode.
This is because compared to HD mode operation, FD mode operation not only has
advantage but also has disadvantage. The advantage of FD mode operation is that it
supports continuous information flow. Specifically, when the node operates in FD mode,
it can simultaneously transmit and receive in all time slots, but when it operates in HD
mode, it has to transmit and receive in different time slots. The disadvantage of FD
mode operation is that there are strictly less transmit and receive antennas available in
FD mode than in HD mode. Specifically, the above model shows that when the node
operates in HD mode, it holds that M t = M r = M , and when the node operates in FD
mode, the number of transmit and receive antennas will both decrease.
The advantage and disadvantage of FD mode operation both have opportunities to
dominate in a variety of wireless relay networks. We will, however, particularly focus on
investigating wireless tandem relay networks, and we will use DMT as the performance
metric. Specifically, given any wireless tandem relay network, we aim at finding the
optimal relay-mode configurations that achieve the optimal DMT of the network. To
this end, in the next two sections, we will first describe the system model of a general
wireless tandem relay network, and then, discuss the definition of multiplexing and
diversity gains for it.
2.3

Wireless tandem MIMO relay networks

A wireless tandem MIMO relay network composed of N + 1 nodes is illustrated in Fig.
4, where information is sent from the first to the (N + 1)th node through the relaying of
the intermediate nodes. It is assumed that the transmission range of each node only
covers its adjacent nodes, and the channel between any pair of nodes is a quasi-static
Rayleigh fading channel. The number of antennas possessed by the ith node, where
i = 1, . . . , N + 1, is denoted by Mi .
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Node 1

Node 2

Node N＋1

Fig 4. A wireless tandem MIMO relay network composed of N + 1 nodes.

We assume that all relay nodes utilize the FD techniques where transmit and receive
antennas are separated, and there are sufficient RF chains to support role changing
of the antennas. There are two reasons for considering this type of design: On one
hand, this design is utilized by most currently existing MIMO FD techniques; On the
other hand, as will be seen, the analysis framework developed for this type of design is
the most general one, which can be utilized to analyze other FD designs as well. In
particular, we will mainly consider the distributed-antenna FD design for multi-hop
tandem relay networks. However, we do also consider other FD techniques like MIDU
in some two-hop network examples, and we compare their performance with that of the
ideal FD mode.
Following the above assumption, a relay node, i.e. the ith node of the network for
i = 2, . . . , N , can be set to operate in either HD or FD mode, and its Mi antennas are
separated into two groups with MiI and MiII antennas in each group, respectively. It
holds that Mi = MiI + MiII . When the ith node operates in HD mode, all its Mi antennas
will be utilized to either transmit or receive in different time slots. When it operates in
FD mode, there can be two antenna configurations: 1) the MiI antennas are utilized to
transmit and the MiII antennas are utilized to receive; 2) the MiII antennas are utilized to
transmit and the MiI antennas are utilized to receive. We assume that a relay’s operation
mode is preset before information transmission starts. However, if a relay works in FD
mode, it can switch between the two antenna configurations in real time.
Since each relay can be set to operate in either HD or FD mode, the wireless tandem
MIMO relay network illustrated in Fig. 4 can have 2N −1 relay-mode configurations.
For instance, in Fig. 5, we illustrate four relay-mode configurations of a specific network
with 5 nodes, for which the following notations are utilized: If the ith node operates
in HD mode, it will be drawn in black and denoted simply by Mi . If it operates in
FD mode, it will be drawn in blue and denoted by {MiI , MiII }. Then, the relay-mode
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configuration in (a) is denoted by (M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 , M5 ) and the one in (c) is denoted
by (M1 , {M2I , M2II }, M3 , {M4I , M4II }, M5 ). The same notation rule will be utilized for
other network examples as well.
2-hop subnetwork
M1

2-hop subnetwork

M2

M3

M4

M5

(a):
2-hop subnetwork

1-hop subnetwork from source to FD relay
M1
(b):

{M2I , M2II }

2-hop subnetwork
M3

M4

M5

2-hop subnetwork

1-hop subnetwork from source to FD relay
M1
(c):

{M2I , M2II }

1-hop subnetwork from FD relay to destination
M3

{M4I , M4II }

M5

{M4I , M4II }

M5

2-hop subnetwork

M1
(d):

{M2I , M2II }

{M3I , M3II }

1-hop subnetwork from FD relay to FD relay

Fig 5. 4 relay-mode configurations for a tandem MIMO relay network with 5 nodes.

Let us compare the configurations (a) and (b) in detail. Since all nodes in the
configuration (a) work in HD mode, adjacent subnetworks like (M1 , M2 ) and (M2 , M3 )
do not support simultaneous transmission. However, subnetworks (M1 , M2 ) and
(M3 , M4 ) can support simultaneous transmission, and so can subnetworks (M2 , M3 )
and (M4 , M5 ). In the configuration (b), since the second node switches to FD mode,
the subnetworks (M1 , {M2I , M2II }), ({M2I , M2II }, M3 ) and (M4 , M5 ) can now support
simultaneous transmission. It is observed from the comparison that switching the
operation modes of relays in a tandem network will vary the set of subnetworks that can
support simultaneous transmission. From this point of view, in the following context,
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we also refer to a relay-mode configuration for a tandem network as a topology of the
network. Different topologies of a network have different optimal transmit mechanisms
and different optimal DMT functions. We will show how to drive the DMT function of
an arbitrary network topology, and how to efficiently find the optimal topology of a
tandem network.
In any network topology, a general form of the channel seen by the ith node, where
i = 2, . . . , N , is given by
Yi =

s

Pi−1
Hi,i−1 Xi−1 + Zi (Xi , Xi+1 ) + Wi .
t
Mi−1

(1)

Expression (1) can also describe the channel seen by the destination node by letting the
term Zi (Xi , Xi+1 ) be 0 for i = N +1. The channel matrix between the (i − 1)th and
ith nodes is denoted by Hi,i−1 . We assume that the entries of the channel matrix are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables
with zero means and unitary variances. We allow substitution of the subscripts i − 1
and i by the numbers of transmit and receive antennas of that link throughout the
following context. The number of transmit antennas of the (i − 1)th node is denoted
t
by Mi−1
, which can take different values depending on the operation mode of the
node. For instance, in Fig. 5(a), since the first node operates in HD mode, it follows
that M1t = M1 ; In Fig. 5(d), since the second node operates in FD mode, and if we
further assume that its second group of antennas are utilized to transmit, then it follows
that M2t = M2II . The transmit signal and the average transmit power of the (i − 1)th
node are denoted by Xi−1 and Pi−1 , respectively. We assume that a codeword sent by
t
the (i − 1)th node takes Ti−1 transmissions, then Xi−1 is a Mi−1
× Ti−1 matrix. To
†
t
satisfy the power constraint, it must hold that trace(E[Xi−1 Xi−1 ]) ≤ Mi−1
Ti−1 . We
further assume that all the nodes share a common transmit power upper limit denoted by
P , which means that Pi ≤ P for i = 1, . . . , N . The received signal at the ith node is
denoted by Yi , and the additive noise at the receive antennas of the ith node is denoted
by Wi . We assume that the entries of Wi are also i.i.d complex Gaussian random
variables with zero means and unitary variances. The interference at the ith node denoted
by Zi is a function of Xi and Xi+1 , which is determined by the operation modes of the
ith node and its adjacent nodes. For instance, in Fig. 5(a), since all nodes work in HD
mode, X2 and X3 cause no interference to Y2 , and thus Z2 = 0. In Fig. 5(d), since all
relays switch to FD mode, both X2 and X3 cause interference to Y2 . Theoretically,
Zi can be completely cancelled, since Xi and Xi+1 are both known to the ith node.
However, in practice, after passive and active cancellation, there could still be some
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residual interference. We will consider both the situations of complete and incomplete
interference cancellation, and in the latter, we will assume that the entries of the residual
interference at the ith node are also i.i.d Gaussian random variables with zero means, but
their variances are functions of Pi and Pi+1 . Based on the above assumptions, each link
of the network is equivalent to a point-to-point MIMO i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel,
which we simply refer to as a point-to-point MIMO channel hereafter.
As is discussed in Section 3.1, antenna designs and residual interference are the
two key differences between practical and the ideal FD modes. We will study their
impacts in two stages as follows. In the first stage, which covers Sections 2.5 and 2.6,
we will focus on studying how antenna designs of FD techniques affect DMT of a
tandem network. To this end, in this stage, we will assume that when a relay works
in FD mode, interference at its receive antennas can be completely cancelled. In the
second stage, which covers Section 2.7, we will study the impact of residual interference
on the DMT of a tandem network. Specifically, we will perform detailed analysis on a
two-hop tandem relay network. Then, we further discuss the chain effect of residual
interference in multi-hop tandem relay networks.
Before carrying out the analysis, we need to clarify the definition of diversity and
multiplexing gains for wireless tandem relay networks, which is the topic of the next
section.
2.4

Diversity and multiplexing gains for wireless tandem relay
networks

We first review the main results of DMT analysis of the wireless MIMO point-to-point
channel, which is important for understanding the DMT analysis of more complicated
wireless networks including the tandem relay networks. We will use the link (M1 , M2 )
as a representative and define SNR1 to be the ratio of the average transmit power P1 to
the additive noise power at each antenna of the destination. Then, according to [54], we
say that a family of codes achieve multiplexing gain r and diversity gain d if
R(SNR1 )
= r,
log(SNR1 )
log Pe (SNR1 )
− lim
= d.
SNR1 →∞ log(SNR1 )
lim

SNR1 →∞

(2)
(3)

For a specific SNR1 , a specific set of codewords with rate R(SNR1 ) will be utilized,
and Pe (SNR1 ) is the corresponding decoding error probability. If we denote the optimal
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DMT function of the MIMO point-to-point channel (M1 , M2 ) as dM1 ,M2 (r), then the
key result of [54] shows that dM1 ,M2 (r) is a piecewise linear function connecting the
points (x, y(x)), where for x = 0, . . . , min{M1 , M2 }, y(x) = (M1 − x)(M2 − x).
Furthermore, some key facts about the DMT of the MIMO point-to-point channel, which
are discussed in detail in [54], are listed below:
1 From the expressions (2) and (3), we observe that SNR1 can actually be replaced by
P1 regardless of the additive noise power at each antenna of the destination. This
observation is important for generalizing the definitions of diversity and multiplexing
gains to multi-hop wireless networks.
2 If the coherence time of the fading channel is long enough, by utilizing sufficiently
long codewords, the decoding error event will be dominated by the outage event of the
channel, which means that we can replace Pe (SNR) in (3) by the outage probability
of the fading channel.
.
.
3 (2) and (3) can be paraphrased as R(SNR1 ) = SNR1 r and Pe (SNR1 ) = SNR1 −d ,
.
where the symbol = denotes exponential equality. These expressions more clearly
show the relationship among the rate, the decoding error probability and the transmit
power, from which it can be observed that obviously, the optimal power allocation
scheme for the channel is to let P1 = P .
Next, we discuss the definitions of diversity and multiplexing gains for tandem relay
networks. We can utilize the transmit power upper limit P as the basis, and define that a
family of codes achieve multiplexing gain r and diversity gain d for the tandem relay
network illustrated in Fig. 4, if
R(P1 , . . . , PN )
= r,
log P
log Pe (P1 , . . . , PN )
− lim
= d.
P →∞
log P
lim

P →∞

(4)
(5)

Corresponding to a specific P , the power allocation of the network must satisfy
that Pi ≤ P for i = 1, . . . , N . Given a specific power allocation, a specific set
of codes will be utilized by the nodes in the network, which targets at realizing an
end-to-end transmission rate of the tandem relay network denoted by R(P1 , . . . , PN ).
The corresponding decoding error probability is denoted by Pe (P1 , . . . , PN ). Some
comments on the definitions (4) and (5) are listed as follows:
1 It is not the only possible option to select P as the basis in the definitions of diversity
and multiplexing gains for tandem relay networks. In fact, intuitively, a more natural
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option is to choose the sum of the transmit power of all nodes in the network as the
basis. However, P is chosen since this can simplify the process of DMT analysis.
2 We will always assume that the coherence time of each point-to-point link in the
tandem networks are long enough so that the decoding error probability is dominated
by the outage probability. Therefore, we will always replace Pe (P1 , . . . , PN ) by the
outage probability of the tandem network during the analysis.
3 The optimal power allocation scheme for tandem relay networks would vary when the
status of residual interference varies. Specifically, in the situation where interference
can be completely cancelled, the channel in (1) is equivalent to
Yi =

s

Pi−1
Hi,i−1 Xi−1 + Wi .
t
Mi−1

(6)

The channel in (6) is just an ordinary wireless MIMO point-to-point channel, the
optimal power allocation of which is to let Pi−1 = P . This further means that in
the situation where interference can be completely cancelled, it is optimal to let all
nodes in the tandem relay network transmit with power P . Therefore, when residual
interference is assumed to be zero, we will consider the power allocation scheme
that Pi = P for i = 1, . . . , N . However, in the situation where interference cannot
be completely cancelled, the channel in (1) is no longer equivalent to an ordinary
wireless MIMO point-to-point channel due to the existence of residual interference.
This leads to the consequence that it may not be optimal to let all nodes transmit with
power P anymore. We will study this situation in detail in Section 2.7, where we
derive the optimal power allocation and the corresponding optimal DMT function for
a two-hop tandem relay network. In addition, we will also discuss the chain effect of
residual interference in a general multi-hop tandem relay network.
2.5

DMT of two-hop tandem relay networks

Instead of directly performing DMT analysis on a general multi-hop tandem relay
network, we will, in this section, first focus on studying two-hop tandem relay networks.
Specifically, we assume that residual interference is zero and derive the DMT functions
for two cases: In the first case, the relay is assumed to utilize the distributed-antenna
design and operates in FD mode; In the second case, the relay is assumed to utilize
the MIDU design and operates in FD mode. We will consider the power allocation
that P1 = P2 = P , since as discussed in Section 2.4, it is the optimal power allocation
scheme when residual interference is zero. Another two cases where the relay operates
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in HD and the ideal FD modes have been studied in [83], so we will briefly discuss them
without going into details. Then, several network examples will be investigated, where
we illustrate the DMT functions of all the four cases. Through these examples, we can
make a thorough comparison of the DMT functions corresponding to practical FD, the
ideal FD and HD mode operations.
When the relay operates in FD mode, the optimal transmission mechanism that can
achieve the optimal DMT of the two-hop tandem relay network is straightforward and
requires no forward channel state information (CSI). Specifically, given a targeted rate
r log P , the source simply needs to implement a codebook with rate r log P and keeps
transmitting in all time slots, while the relay simply needs to implement decode-andforward protocol and also keeps transmitting in all time slots. Since the relay works in
FD mode, if both the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination links can support the
rate r log P , the two-hop tandem relay network can also support it. If either of the
source-to-relay and the relay-to-destination links is in outage, the two-hop tandem relay
network will be in outage.
Proposition 1. If the relay utilizes the distributed-antenna design and works in FD mode,
the DMT function of the network topology (M1 , {M2I , M2II }, M3 ), which is denoted by
dDA
(r), is given by
M1 ,{M I ,M II },M3
2

2

n
o
n
o
II
I
II
I
dDA
(r)
=
min
d
(r),
d
(r)
+min
d
(r),
d
(r)
.
I
II
M1 ,M2
M2 ,M3
M2 ,M3
M1 ,M2
M1 ,{M ,M },M3
2

2

(7)

Proof. This network topology has two antenna configurations which are illustrated in
Fig. 6. They can switch to each other in real time. The following notation rule is utilized
in the figure: when a relay works in FD mode and has its transmit and receive antennas
designated, we will represent it by an empty circle and explicitly indicate the group of
transmit antennas.
M1

M2t = M2I

M3

M1

M2t = M2II

M3

Fig 6. The two possible configurations of the two-hop relay network with distributed-antenna
FD mode.

In the first configuration, we let the M2I antennas transmit and the M2II antennas
receive. In the second configuration, we let the M2II antennas transmit and the M2I
antennas receive. We assume that the targeted rate is r log P , and define E1 and E2 to
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be the events that the first and second configurations support the targeted rate r log P .
We also respectively define E1− and E1+ to be the events that the source-to-relay and
relay-to-destination links of the first configuration support the targeted rate r log P .
Similarly, E2− and E2+ are defined to be the events that the source-to-relay and relayto-destination links of the second configuration support the targeted rate r log P . We
denote the complement event of Ei as Ēi . Then with the targeted rate r log P , the
outage probability of the network, which is denoted by PrDA
out (r), is give by
PrDA
out (r) = Pr{Ē1 } · Pr{Ē2 },

(8)

where Pr{Ē1 } = Pr{Ē1+ ∪ Ē1− }, and Pr{Ē2 } = Pr{Ē2+ ∪ Ē2− }. Since
max{Pr{Ē1+ }, Pr{Ē1− }} ≤ Pr{Ē1+ ∪ Ē1− } ≤ Pr{Ē1+ }+Pr{Ē1− },

(9)

and
log(Pr{Ē1+ } + Pr{Ē1− })
log(max{Pr{Ē1+ }, Pr{Ē1− }})
= lim
,
P →∞
P →∞
log P
log P
lim

(10)

we obtain
log(Pr{Ē1 })
log P
log(max{Pr{Ē1+ }, Pr{Ē1− }})
= − lim
P →∞
log P


log(Pr{Ē1+ })
log(Pr{Ē1− })
= min − lim
, − lim
P →∞
P →∞
log P
log P
o
n
= min dM2I ,M3 (r), dM1 ,M2II (r) .

− lim

P →∞

(11)
(12)
(13)

The first term in (12) is exactly the diversity of the relay-to-destination link of the first
antenna configuration. This link is a point-to-point MIMO channel with M2I transmit
antennas and M3 receive antennas, so the term becomes dM2I ,M3 (r) in (13). Similarly,
the second term becomes dM1 ,M2II (r). Following the same logic from (9) to (13), we
also obtain
n
o
log(Pr{Ē2 })
= min dM1 ,M2I (r), dM2II ,M3 (r) .
P →∞
log P

− lim
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(14)

Finally, by (8), (13) and (14), we have
dDA
M1 ,{M I ,M II },M3 (r)
2

2


log PrDA
out (r)
= − lim
P →∞
log P


log Pr{Ē2 }
log Pr{Ē1 }
= − lim
− lim
P →∞
P →∞
log P
log P
n
o
n
o
= min dM1 ,M2II (r), dM2I ,M3 (r) +min dM2II ,M3 (r), dM1 ,M2I (r) .

(15)

(16)
(17)

Notice that if the M2I antennas are only connected to transmit RF chains to be
used only as transmit antennas, and the M2II antennas are only connected to receive RF chains to be used only as receive antennas, then, the network topology
will only have one antenna configuration, and the resulting DMT function will be
min {dM2I ,M3 (r), dM1 ,M2II (r)}.
Proposition 2. If the relay utilizes the MIDU design and works in FD mode, the
DMT function of the network topology (M1 , {M2I , M2II }, M3 ), which is denoted by
dMIDU
(r), is given by
M1 ,{M I ,M II },M3
2

2

n
o
I
II
II
I
dMIDU
(r)
=
min
d
(r),
d
(r),
d
(r)+d
(r)
I
II
bM2 /2c,M3
M1 ,bM2 /2c
M1 ,M2
M2 ,M3
M1 ,{M2 ,M2 },M3
n
o
+ min dbM2II /2c,M3 (r)+dM1 ,bM2I /2c (r), dM1 ,M2I (r), dM2II ,M3 (r) . (18)
bxc denotes the largest integer that is smaller than x. The proof of Proposition 2
follows a similar procedure as that of Proposition 1, but is a bit more complicated, since
there are four possible antenna configurations to consider with the MIDU design. The
proof is provided in Appendix 2.9.
Next, we discuss the transmission mechanism that can achieve the optimal DMT
of the network when the relay operates in HD mode. In HD mode, the relay needs to
transmit and receive in different time slots, and two relaying strategies can achieve the
optimal DMT of the network in this case, both of which require the source and the
relay to adjust their transmission time according to the forward channel conditions they
observe. The first strategy is to let the relay simply implement the full decode-andforward protocol, but both the source and the relay are required to know forward CSI.
When the source sends messages to the relay, the source adjusts its transmission rate
according to the capacity of the source-to-relay channel so that it will take the shortest
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time for the relay to fully decode the received codewords. Then, when the relay forwards
the messages to the destination, the relay also adjusts its transmission rate according to
the capacity of the relay-to-destination channel so that it will take the shortest time
for the messages to be decoded by the destination. The second strategy is to let the
relay implement the dynamic decode-and-forward (DDF) protocol [90–93], and no
forward CSI is needed by either the source or the relay. Specifically, both the source
and the relay utilize incremental redundancy codes [94], which enable the receiving
node to decode the whole message after receiving only part of the codeword, and thus
allow the transmission time to automatically vary with the channel conditions. Since the
dynamic decode-and-forward protocol does not require forward CSI, its implementation
needs very little overhead even in multi-hop tandem relay networks. Therefore, we will
consider this protocol during our study. However, it should be noticed that the encoding
and decoding complexity is higher with incremental redundancy codes compared to
conventional capacity achieving codes. We will utilize dHD
M1 ,M2 ,M3 (r) to denote the
optimal DMT functions of the network when the relay operates in HD mode. Moreover,
the optimal DMT functions of the network when the relay operates in the ideal FD mode
is denoted by dIDF
M1 ,M2 ,M3 (r).
In the remainder of this section, we investigate several network examples. We first
consider the network (2, 4, 2). If the relay works in HD or the ideal FD mode, according
to the results of [83], the two DMT functions are given by

16 − 18r


if 0 ≤ r ≤ 2/3
 2−r
dHD
(r)
=
,
2,4,2

12(1 − r)


if 2/3 ≤ r ≤ 1
2−r

dIFD
2,4,2 (r) =


 8 − 5r if 0 ≤ r ≤ 1


.

6 − 3r if 1 ≤ r ≤ 2

If the relay works in distributed-antenna FD mode and M2I = M2II = 2, then, by
Proposition 1, the DMT function is given by
dDA
2,{2,2},2 (r)

=

(

8 − 6r

if 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

4 − 2r

if 1 ≤ r ≤ 2

.

(19)

We also consider the situation that the relay antennas cannot switch roles and denote the
corresponding DMT function as dFDA
2,{2,2},2 (r), which is given by
dFDA
2,{2,2},2 (r)
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=

(

4 − 3r

if 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

2−r

if 1 ≤ r ≤ 2

.

(20)

If the relay works in MIDU FD mode, then, by Proposition 2, the DMT function is given
by
dMIDU
0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
(21)
2,{2,2},2 (r) = 8 − 8r,
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DMT for Network (2, 4, 2)
ideal FD
HD

7

DA FD
MIDU FD

diversity gain d

6

fixed-antenna DA FD

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

multiplexing gain r
Fig 7. The DMT functions of the tandem network (2, 4, 2) with different types of relay operation modes.

All the DMT curves are illustrated in Fig. 7. By comparing them, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1 As expected, practical FD mode performs strictly worse than the ideal FD mode.
2 When the relay utilizes the distributed-antenna design, it is better to let it operate in
FD mode at the high multiplexing gain region. More precisely, setting the relay to
FD mode achieves a larger diversity gain than setting it to HD mode when r > 0.35.
However, at low multiplexing gain region, setting the relay to HD mode achieves a
little better performance.
3 The diversity gain is reduced when relay antennas cannot switch roles. However, it is
worth noting that fixing transmit and receive antennas means that less RF chains are
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needed at the relay, and therefore the hardware complexity can be reduced at the
relay. So there is a tradeoff between diversity gain and hardware complexity to be
considered in practical FD design.
4 It is also observed that MIDU FD mode achieves less multiplexing gain than
distributed-antenna FD mode, which is due to the pairing up of transmit or receive
antennas. In addition, we observe that the optimal multiplexing gain of MIDU FD
mode is the same as that of HD mode, and MIDU FD mode performs strictly worse
than HD mode for this network.

DMT for Network (2, 3, 1)

3

ideal FD
HD

2.5

DA FD

diversity gain d

MIDU FD

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

multiplexing gain r
Fig 8. The DMT functions of the tandem network (2, 3, 1) with different types of relay operation modes.

Next, we consider the network (2, 3, 1). The DMT functions are given by
dHD
2,3,1 (r) =

3(2 − 3r)
, 0 ≤ r ≤ 2/3,
2−r

dIFD
2,3,1 (r) = 3(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
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dDA
2,{2,1},1 (r) = 3(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
dMIDU
2,{2,1},1 (r) = 2(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
The DMT curves are illustrated in Fig. 8.
It is observed that distributed-antenna FD mode achieves the same DMT as the
ideal FD mode. This conclusion turns out to hold for a class of two-hop tandem relay
networks, which is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. If either the number of source antennas or the number of destination
antennas is 1, distributed-antenna FD mode achieves the same DMT as the ideal FD
mode in two-hop tandem relay networks.
Proof. According to (7), it can be verified that
IFD
dDA
M1 ,{M I ,M II },M3 (r) = d1,M2 = dM2 ,1 = dM1 ,M2 ,M3 (r),
2

2

(22)

where the last equality holds since
dIFD
M1 ,M2 ,M3 (r) = min {dM2 ,M3 (r), dM1 ,M2 (r)} .

(23)

Finally, we investigate the network (3, 3, 2), whose DMT functions are given by

18(1 − r)



3−r
dHD
3,3,2 (r) =

2(6
− 5r)


3−r

if 0 ≤ r ≤ 3/4

,

if 3/4 ≤ r ≤ 6/5

dFDA
3,{2,1},2 (r) = 3(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
dMIDU
3,{2,1},2 (r) = 4(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
dDA
3,{2,1},2 (r) = 5(1 − r), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.

The DMT curves are illustrated in Fig. 9. We observe that only the ideal FD mode could
achieve better DMT performance than HD mode in this network. None of the other
types of FD mode can achieve the maximum multiplexing gain that HD mode achieves.
The reason is that the relay does not have enough antennas and after separating them for
FD mode, either the transmit or receive antennas become the factor that restricts the
performance of the network.
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DMT for Network (3, 3, 2)
ideal FD
HD

5

DA FD
MIDU FD

diversity gain d

fixed antenna DA FD

4
3
2
1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

multiplexing gain r
Fig 9. The DMT functions of the (3, 3, 2) relay networks with different types of relays.

From all the above examples, we can draw the following conclusion: A strictly
better DMT can be achieved if the relay in a two-hop tandem relay network can operate
in the ideal FD mode instead of HD mode. However, it is not always the case when
practical FD techniques are considered. A simple and effective criteria for comparing
the performance of HD and practical FD modes is to check their optimal achievable
multiplexing gain. Specifically, if the optimal multiplexing gain achieved by FD mode
operation is no better than that achieved by HD mode operation, it will be better to
let the relay operate in HD mode. Otherwise, for most networks, neither HD nor FD
mode operation can be strictly better. HD mode operation would dominate in the
low multiplexing gain region, and FD mode operation would dominate in the high
multiplexing gain region.
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2.6

DMT analysis of multi-hop tandem relay networks

After studying two-hop tandem relay networks, we will focus on general multi-hop
tandem relay networks in this section. We assume that all relays utilize the distributedantenna design and self-interference at relays working in FD mode can be completely
cancelled. According to the discussion in Section 2.4, we will consider the power
allocation scheme that Pi = P for i = 1, . . . , N .
As is shown in Fig. 5, a multi-hop tandem relay network can have different
topologies, so it is important to find out the best topology that achieves the optimal
DMT of the network. To this end, we will proceed as follows: In Section 2.6.1, we will
explain how to derive the DMT function of a network topology with a specific antenna
configuration. Next, in Section 2.6.2, we will explain how to derive the DMT function
of the network topology where all relays work in FD mode. Then, in Section 2.6.3, we
will use the analysis framework developed in the above two sections to derive the DMT
function of the most general network topology where some relays operate in FD mode
and the other relays operate in HD mode. Finally, in Section 2.6.4, we will illustrate
some simple criteria for comparing the DMT of different network topologies.
2.6.1

Key subnetwork structures

A network topology can have several antenna configurations. For instance, the network
topology studied in Proposition 1 has two antenna configurations. In the network
topology in Fig. 5(b), either the M2I or M2II antennas can be utilized to transmit, so
it also has two antenna configurations, and one of them is illustrated in Fig. 10(a).
Furthermore, Fig. 10(b) illustrates an antenna configuration for the network topology
in Fig. 5(d), where all relays work in FD mode with the M2I , M3II and M4I antennas
selected as transmitting antennas. To find the DMT function of a network topology, we
first need to consider a specific antenna configuration of it.
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1-hop subnetwork from source to FD relay
M2t = M2I

M1
(a):

2-hop subnetwork
M3

M4

M5

M4t = M4I

M5

2-hop subnetwork

(b):
M2t = M2I

M1

M3t = M3II

1-hop subnetwork from FD relay to FD relay

Fig 10. Two network topologies with specific antenna configurations.

For any network topology with a specific antenna configuration, we can identify a set
of its subnetworks that have the following property: the structure of every subnetwork in
the set should be as simple as possible, and if everyone of them can support the targeted
rate r log P , the network topology with the specific antenna configuration can support
that rate as well. We define this set of subnetworks to be the proper set, and define the
structures of the subnetworks in the proper set to be the basic structures. The proper set
is essential for characterizing the DMT of a network topology with a specific antenna
configuration due to the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For any network topology with a specific antenna configuration, its DMT
function is equal to the DMT function of a subnetwork in its proper set.
Proof. Let us denote a network topology with a specific antenna configuration by N ,
and denote its proper set by {N1 , . . . , NK }. We assume the targeted rate of the network
is r log P . Then, by the definition of the proper set, we have

Pr {N in outage} = Pr ∪K
i=1 {Ni in outage} .

(24)

We can bound (24) as

K
X

max Pr {Ni in outage} ≤ Pr ∪K
{N
in
outage}
≤
Pr {Ni in outage} .
i
i=1

i=1,...,K

i=1

(25)
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Since
log

K
X
i=1

!

Pr {Ni in outage} = log




max Pr {Ni in outage}

i=1,...,K

!
Pr {Ni in outage}
+ log
,
maxi=1,...,K Pr {Ni in outage}
PK

i=1

(26)

and the second term on the right side of equation (26) is always in the range (0, log K),
then as P → ∞, it is true that
K
X
i=1

.
Pr {Ni in outage} = max Pr {Ni in outage} .
i=1,...,K

(27)

Therefore, by (25) and (27), we obtain
.
Pr {N in outage} = max Pr {Ni in outage} .
i=1,...,K

(28)

According to (4) and (5), expression (28) means that the DMT function of N is equal to
the worst of the DMT functions of Ni for i = 1, . . . , K.
Theorem 1 indicates that to characterize the DMT of a network topology with a
specific antenna configuration, it is critical to find its proper set. For instance, if all
relays of a tandem network operate in HD mode as in Fig. 5(a), single-hop subnetworks
such as (M1 , M2 ) do not belong in the proper set, because even if all of them can
support the rate r log P , the network may not be able to support it. However, all two-hop
subnetworks with the same structure as (M1 , M2 , M3 ) constitute the proper set, because
as is shown in [83], when all of them can support the rate r log P , the network can also
support it. Specifically, the optimal transmission mechanism for this topology is to
let all nodes with odd indexes transmit in a time slot, and all nodes with even indexes
transmit in the next time slot, and so on and so forth. Furthermore, the DDF protocol
should be utilized by all relays, which allows the transmission time of every node to
vary automatically with forward channel conditions. This mechanism only requires the
availability of local backward CSI at each receiving node. According to Theorem 1, the
DMT of the network topology where all relays operate in HD mode is decided by its
two-hop subnetwork with the worst DMT.
For general network topologies with specific antenna configurations such as those
illustrated in Fig. 10, their proper sets can be characterized by the following proposition.
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Proposition 4. The proper set for a general network topology with a specific antenna
configuration consists of all the following subnetworks:
· the single-hop subnetworks consisting of 2 relays operating in FD mode
· the single-hop subnetwork consisting of the source and the first relay when the first
relay operates in FD mode
· the single-hop subnetwork consisting of the destination and the last relay when the
last relay operates in FD mode
· the two-hop subnetworks with the relay in the middle operating in HD mode
Instead of providing a general proof for Proposition 4, we will explain it by analyzing
the example of Fig. 10(a). The same analysis procedure also applies for other network
topologies with specific antenna configurations. According to Proposition 4, the proper
set of the network in Fig. 10(a) is {(M1 , M2II ), (M2I , M3 , M4 ), (M3 , M4 , M5 )}. The
reason is as follows: The network of Fig. 10(a) can be viewed as concatenation of a
single-hop subnetwork (M1 , M2II ) and a 3-hop subnetwork (M2I , M3 , M4 , M5 ). Because
the second node works in FD mode, the two subnetworks can support simultaneous
transmission. Therefore, if they both support a targeted rate r log P , the network in
Fig. 10(a) will also be able to support it. Since (M2I , M3 , M4 , M5 ) is a tandem network
with relays working in HD mode, its proper set is {(M2I , M3 , M4 ), (M3 , M4 , M5 )}.
Therefore, if the set of subnetworks {(M1 , M2II ), (M2I , M3 , M4 ), (M3 , M4 , M5 )} can
support the targeted rate, the network in Fig. 10(a) can also support it, which means
{(M1 , M2II ), (M2I , M3 , M4 ), (M3 , M4 , M5 )} is the proper set of the network in Fig.
10(a). In summary, given an arbitrary network topology with a specific antenna
configuration, we can treat it as the concatenation of a series of single-hop subnetworks
and tandem relay subnetworks that only consist of HD relays. All the subnetworks are
connected by relays operating in FD mode, so they support simultaneous transmission
and the union of their proper sets is the proper set we are looking for.
According to Proposition 4, generally, there can be two basic structures in a proper
set: the structure of a point-to-point MIMO network such as (M1 , M2 ), and the structure
of a two-hop HD relay network such as (M1 , M2 , M3 ). To study the DMT of any
network topology with a specific antenna configuration, we can first dissemble it into
subnetworks with the basic structures. Then, according to Theorem 1, it is sufficient to
study the DMT of those simpler subnetworks.
The proper set is sufficient to characterize the DMT of a specific antenna configuration of any network topology. However, more work is needed to find the DMT of a
network topology which usually has several antenna configurations that are correlated
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to each other. A network topology can support a targeted rate, as long as one of its
antenna configurations can support that rate. Therefore, to find the outage probability of
a network topology, we have to jointly consider all its antenna configurations.
In the next section, we will derive the optimal DMT function of the network topology
where all relays work in FD mode by jointly considering all its antenna configurations.
2.6.2

Multi-hop tandem FD relay networks

In this section, we derive the DMT of a multi-hop tandem network where all relays work
in FD mode. For ease of reference, we denote the network topology as:
NFD = (M1 , . . . , {MiI , MiII }, . . . , MN +1 ).

(29)

The maximum multiplexing gain of the network topology NFD is given by
r̃ = min{M1 , . . . , MiI , MiII , . . . , MN +1 }.

(30)

We explain how to derive the DMT function of NFD with the example of Fig. 5(d),
where we assume the antenna numbers of all relays are given as in Fig. 11. There
are 8 possible antenna configurations for this network topology, which are also listed
in Fig. 11. They can switch to each other in real time, and therefore, the network
topology is in outage if and only if all its 8 antenna configurations are in outage. From
the previous subsection, we know that the outage probability of the network topology
with a specific antenna configuration is dominated by its proper set. So to consider the
outage probability of all the 8 antenna configurations, we just need to consider their
proper sets. Furthermore, since the proper sets of different antenna configurations could
have common subnetworks and therefore are correlated to each other, we need to jointly
consider all the subnetworks in the proper sets.
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an NFD network:
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Fig 11. An NFD network with 5 nodes and all 8 possible antenna configurations.

First, according to Proposition 4, the proper sets of NFD only consist of single-hop
subnetworks, which can be classified into different layers. For the example network
topology, subnetworks in the proper sets can be classified into 4 layers: In the first layer,
which is between the source and the second node, there are 2 subnetworks (M1 ,M2I )
and (M1 ,M2II ). In the second layer, which is between the second and the third nodes,
there are 4 subnetworks: (M2I , M3I ), (M2I , M3II ), (M2II , M3I ) and (M2II , M3II ). In the third
layer, which is between the third and the fourth node, there are also 4 subnetworks:
(M3I , M4I ), (M3I , M4II ), (M3II , M4I ) and (M3II , M4II ). Finally, between the fourth node and
the destination, there are 2 subnetworks: (M4I ,M5 ) and (M4II ,M5 ). Similarly, in the
general network topology NFD , subnetworks in all the proper sets can be classified into
N layers. The first and last layers respectively contain 2 subnetworks and each of the
middle layers contains 4 subnetworks.
Next, from all the subnetworks in the proper sets of NFD , we can draw a subset of
them whose outage will put the network topology NFD in outage. We define such a subset
to be a sufficient set of NFD . For instance {(M1 ,M2I ), (M1 ,M2II )} is a sufficient set of
NFD . We assume that there are totally L sufficient sets for NFD , and for i = 1, . . . , L, the
ith sufficient set contains ti subnetworks denoted by {(Ii1 , Ii2 ), . . . , (Ii(2ti −1) , Ii(2ti ) )}.
Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. The DMT function of the network topology NFD is given by
dNFD (r) = min

i=1,...,L

ti
X
j=1

dIi(2j−1) ,Ii(2j) (r), r ∈ [0, r̃].

(31)

Proof. With the targeted rate r log P , we define the outage probability of NFD as
th
Prout
NFD (r). We denote the event that all the subnetworks in the i sufficient set are in
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i
outage as Ēi = ∩tj=1
ēij , where, for j = 1, . . . , ti , ēij is the event that the j th subnetwork
in the sufficient set is in outage. Because all subnetworks in the ith sufficient set are
independent to each other, we obtain

Pr{Ēi } =

ti
Y

j=1

Pr{ēij }.

(32)

 L
By the definition of the sufficient set, we have Prout
NFD (r) = Pr ∪i=1 Ēi , which can be
bounded as
L
X

max Pr{Ēi } ≤ Pr ∪L
Ē
≤
Pr{Ēi }.
(33)
i=1 i
i=1,...,L

i=1

Furthermore, similarly to (27), we can obtain

L

. X
max Pr{Ēi } =
Pr{Ēi }.

i=1,...,L

(34)

i=1

Therefore,

log Prout
NFD (r)
dNFD (r) = − lim
P →∞
log P

log maxi=1,...,L Pr[Ēi ]
= − lim
P →∞
log P
(
)
log Pr[Ēi ]
= min − lim
i=1,...,L
P →∞
log P
Q


ti


log
Pr[ē
]
ij
j=1
= min − lim
i=1,...,L  P →∞

log P
= min

i=1,...,L

ti
X
j=1

dIi(2j−1) ,Ii(2j) (r), r ∈ [0, r̃].

(35)
(36)
(37)

(38)

(39)

The proving process of Theorem 2 indicates that to derive the DMT function of NFD ,
we can exhaustively find all the L sufficient sets of it and calculate the outage probability
of each of them. Then, the outage prabability of NFD is dominated by the sufficient set
with the maximum outage probability and the DMT function of NFD can be derived
from this maximum outage probability. However, the exhaustive searching approach
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introduces a lot of redundant calculation, and thus is quite inefficient. For instance,
the sufficient set {(M1 ,M2I ), (M1 ,M2II ), (M3I ,M4II )} apparently has a smaller outage
probability than the sufficient set {(M1 ,M2I ), (M1 ,M2II )}, so it need not be considered at
all. To avoid redundant search, we can follow a programme, which approaches the DMT
function of NFD step by step by utilizing the layered structure of all the subnetworks in
its proper sets. The programme is outlined in Appendix 2.10, and the basic idea of it
is as follows: We have shown that all subnetworks in the proper sets of the network
topology NFD can be classified into N layers. Based on this layered structure, the
sufficient sets of NFD can be categorized into N groups, where, for i = 1, . . . , N , the ith
group consists of all the sufficient sets that contain at least one subnetwork from the
(N − i + 1)th layer and contains no subnetwork from the higher-index layers. Then,
correspondingly, the programme contains N stages, where, for i = 1, . . . , N , the ith
stage is focused on finding the sufficient set with the maximum outage probability in the
ith group. After going through all the N stages, the sufficient set with the maximum
outage probability can be found, and so is the DMT function of NFD . We will explain
the programme step by step with the example in Fig. 11.
For the example in Fig. 11, 4 stages need to be considered. In the first stage, we
consider the group of sufficient sets that contain at least one subnetwork from the fourth
layer. The goal is to find from this group the sufficient set with the maximum outage
probability. This stage can be further divided into 3 scenarios: 1), inverstigating the
sufficient sets that contain both the subnetworks (3, 1) and (4, 1); 2), investigating the
sufficient sets that only contain the subnetwork (3, 1); 3), investigating the sufficient sets
that only contain the subnetwork (4, 1).
In the first scenario, the sufficient set {(3, 1), (4, 1)} obviously has the maximum
outage probability. Therefore, we just need to calculate the DMT function corresponding
to this sufficient set as in step 1 of the programme.
In the second scenario, the sufficient sets still need to contain extra subnetworks
from other layers. These extra subnetworks should have the property that their outage
can put the smaller tandem network (2, {2, 1}, {5, 1}, 3), which is illustrated in Fig.
12(a), in outage. A key observation here is that if we can find the DMT function of the
smaller tandem network, then, in this scenario, the DMT function corresponding to
the sufficient set with the maximum outage probability is, as shown in step 2 of the
programme, given by d3,1 (r) + d2,{2,1},{5,1},3 (r). In fact, the DMT function of the
smaller tandem network (2, {2, 1}, {5, 1}, 3) can be obtained by analyzing the network
with the same programme. This process, however, is not explicitly unfolded, since it just
repeats the steps of the programme over the smaller tandem network.
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The third scenario need not be considered at all. This is because the DMT function
corresponding to the sufficient set with the maximum outage probability in this scenario,
which can be calculated in the same way as in the second scenario, is strictly better than
that in the second scenario due to one extra antenna:
d3,1 (r)+d2,{2,1},{5,1},3 (r) < d4,1 (r)+d2,{2,1},{5,1},4 (r).

(40)

In summary, in the stage of studying the group of sufficient sets that contain at least
one subnetwork from the fourth layer, we only need to consider the first two scenarios
and calculate the DMT functions as in the first two steps of the programme. Then, we
can update the DMT function to the first stage by taking the minimum of the obtained
DMT functions.
2

{2, 1}

{5, 1}
(a)

3

2

{2, 1}

{5, 1}

(b)

Fig 12. Subnetworks of the example NFD network, where all relays also work in FD mode.

Next, in the second stage, we consider the group of sufficient sets that contain no
subnetworks from the fourth layer, but contain some subnetworks from the third layer.
There are totally 15 scenarios in this stage. However, we only need to consider 2 of
them at most. Specifically, we do not need to consider the scenarios where only a singe
subnetwork from the third layer is contained in the sufficient sets. Because in these
scenarios, the sufficient sets still need to contain extra subnetworks from other layers,
and these extra subnetworks should have the property that their outage will put the
smaller tandem network (2, {2, 1}, {5, 1}), which is illustrated in Fig. 12(b), in outage.
However, these extra subnetworks alone already constitute a sufficient set, since their
outage can already put the network topology in Fig. 11 in outage. Furthermore, the
sufficient set solely composed of these extra subnetworks definitely has a higher outage
probability than those containing a single subnetwork from the third layer, and thus the
latter need not be considered at all. By similar reasons, we do not need to consider
the scenarios where the sufficient sets contain three subnetworks from the third layer.
The scenarios that need to be considered are the two listed in the programme. We
calculate the DMT functions corresponding to the sufficient sets with the maximum
outage probability in these two scenarios, and compare them with the latest updated one
from the previous stage. Then, we can obtain the DMT function that is updated to the
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current stage.
We keep updating the DMT function in a similar manner until reaching the final
stage. There is only one sufficient set in this stage, which contains both the subnetworks
from the first layer. By calculating the DMT function corresponding to this sufficient set
and compare it with the latest updated one, we obtain the DMT function of the network
topology in Fig. 11.
The programme can significantly reduce the number of sufficient sets that need to be
considered to find the DMT function of NFD . Following this programme, we find that
the network topology in Fig. 11 is dominated by only two sufficient sets: {(2, 1), (2, 2)}
and {(3, 1), (4, 1)}. So according to (31), the DMT function of the example network is
given by
(
6 − 5r if 0 ≤ r ≤ 1/2
d2,{2,1},{5,1},{3,4},1 (r) =
(41)
7 − 7r if 1/2 ≤ r ≤ 1 .
2.6.3

General network topology

In a general network topology, some nodes work in HD mode and the others work in FD
mode. The network topology also has several antenna configurations that can switch to
each other in real time. To derive its DMT function, we can follow the same logic as in
Section 2.6.2. Specifically, we first list all the subnetworks in its proper sets and classify
them into layers. Then, we need to find the sufficient sets that determine the DMT of the
network topology, for which we can follow the programme outlined in Appendix 2.10,
and update the DMT function layer by layer.
However, according to Proposition 4, subnetworks in the proper sets of a general network topology can also have the structure of a two-hop network such as (M1 , M2 , M3 ).
Therefore, compared to NFD , we should consider some new layers of subnetworks
for a general topology. There are basically 3 new types of layers, which all involve
relays operating in HD mode. One of them contains only a single two-hop subnetwork
that consists of three consecutive nodes all working in HD mode. The other two are
illustrated in Fig. 13. There are two subnetworks in the layer of Fig. 13(a). There are
four subnetworks in the layer of Fig. 13(b).
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Fig 13. Two new layers of subnetworks that are contained in the proper sets of a general
multi-hop tandem network topology.

When we follow the programme and update the DMT function to a stage where the
sufficient sets must contain some subnetworks from a layer like Fig. 13(a), there are
totally 3 scenarios: 1), investigating the sufficient sets that contain both the subnetworks
(MiI , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ) and (MiII , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ); 2), investigating the sufficient sets that only
contain the subnetwork (min{MiI,MiII }, Mi+1 , Mi+2 ); 3), investigating the sufficient
sets that only contain (max{MiI,MiII }, Mi+1 , Mi+2 ). Similarly to the discussion of the
first stage in Section 2.6.2, we only need to consider the first and second scenarios
here. In the first scenario, the sufficient set {(MiI , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ), (MiII , Mi+1 , Mi+2 )}
obviously has the maximum outage probability. However, we cannot simply calculate
the DMT functions corresponding to this sufficient set by independently deriving the
DMT function of each subnetwork in it and summing them up as in (31). This is because
the two subnetworks in this sufficient set are not independent to each other due to the fact
that they share the common link (Mi+1 , Mi+2 ). Therefore, we need to jointly consider
the outage probability of the two subnetworks and derive the DMT function from this
joint outage probability. We denote this DMT function as d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,Mi+2 (r).
When we update the DMT function to a stage where the sufficient sets must contain
some subnetworks from a layer like Fig. 13(b), there are 15 scenarios. However,
similarly to the discussion of the second stage in Section 2.6.2, we only need to consider
I
2 of them. In the first scenario to be considered, only (min{MiI , MiII }, Mi+1 ,Mi+2
)
I
II
II
and (min{Mi , Mi }, Mi+1 ,Mi+2 ) from this layer are contained in the sufficient sets,
and we need to derive the DMT function corresponding to the joint outage probability
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of these two subnetworks. Notice that this process is essentially the same as that of
obtaining d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,Mi+2 (r). In the second scenario, the sufficient sets contain all
4 subnetworks in this layer. We also need to jointly consider the outage probability of
them, and we denote the DMT function derived from the joint outage probability of
I
II
all the 4 subnetworks in the second scenario as d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,{Mi+2
,Mi+2
} (r). The
following theorem shows how to derive the DMT functions d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,Mi+2 (r) and
I
II
d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,{Mi+2
,Mi+2
} (r).
Theorem 3. The optimal DMT function corresponding to the scenario that all the 4
subnetworks illustrated in Fig. 13(b) are in outage is characterized by
I
II
d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,{Mi+2
,Mi+2
} (r)
j
min{Mi+l
,Mi+1 }

=

inf

(αM I ,αM II ,αM I
i

i

i+2

,αM II

)∈O1

i+2

X

X X

l=0,2 j=I,II

k=1

j
(2k−1+|Mi+l
− Mi+1 |)αM j

i+l ,k

,

(42)

where

I
II
O1 := (αMiI , αMiII , αMi+2
, αMi+2
)
αM j

i+l ,1

r>

> . . . > αM j

j
i+l ,min{Mi+l ,Mi+1 }

> 0, for l = 0, 2, and j = I, II,

I
II
I
II
max{SMiI (αMiI ), SMiII (αMiII )} max{SMi+2
(αMi+2
), SMi+2
(αMi+2
)}

)

II
I
II
I
)}
), SMi+2
(αMi+2
(αMi+2
max{SMiI (αMiI ), SMiII (αMiII)}+max{SMi+2

.

(43)
In (43), for l = 0, 2 and j = I, II, αM j

i+l

j
is a vector of length min{Mi+l
, Mi+1 } whose

k th entry is denoted by αM j ,k . Furthermore, the definition of SM j (αM j ) is given
i+l
i+l
i+l
by
j
min{Mi+l
,Mi+1 }

SM j (αM j ) :=
i+l

i+l

X

k=1

(1 − αM j

i+l ,k

)+ ,

(44)

where we define that (x)+ := max{0, x}. The optimal DMT function can be achieved
by the DDF protocol.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix 2.11, where we first derive the DMT
function by assuming that the DDF protocol is utilized, and then we show that it is
optimal.
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Some key facts on Theorem 3 are listed below:
j
1 The proof process in Appendix 2.11 indicates that if we substitute Mi+2
by Mi+2
for j = I, II in (42)-(44), we obtain the optimization problem whose solution is
j
d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,Mi+2 (r). Furthermore, if we substitute Mij and Mi+2
by Mi and
Mi+2 , respectively, we obtain the optimization problem whose solution is the DMT
function of a two-hop HD relay network, which is studied in [83].
2 The optimization problem (42)-(44) is a convex problem, so it can be solved efficiently
by the interior point methods [95]. Furthermore, we observe that the target function
(42) is linear, so the optimal point must be on the boundary of the region O1 [95].
This observation implies that there might be another approach to solving the convex
problem, which could lead to analytical results. We also discuss this approach in
Appendix 2.12.

Now that we know how to deal with the new layers of subnetworks that appear in a
general topology, we can follow the programme outlined in Appendix 2.10 to update
the DMT function layer by layer until we obtain the final DMT function of a general
network topology.
2.6.4

Network topology with the optimal DMT

Until now, we have shown how to derive the DMT function of any topology of a tandem
relay network. Then, in order to find the network topology with the optimal DMT, we
can simply derive and compare all the DMT functions of all possible topologies of
the tandem relay network. This method, however, is very inefficient. In fact, there is a
much simpler approach to finding the best network topology, which requires no heavy
computing. We discuss this simpler approach in this section.
For a tandem network, we begin from the topology where all nodes are set to HD
mode. We know that the DMT of this topology is decided by its two-hop subnetwork
with the worst DMT function. Therefore, if switching some relays to FD mode can
improve the DMT of the network, it should also change the structure of that two-hop
subnetwork. Specifically, the middle node of that two-hop subnetwork must be switched
to FD mode.
Proposition 5. Assume that (Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ) is the two-hop subnetwork that decides
the DMT of the network topology (. . . , Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2 , . . . ). Any adjustment without
switching Mi+1 to FD mode cannot improve the DMT of the network.
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Proof. It is obvious that if an adjustment does not change (Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ), it cannot
improve the DMT of the network. An adjustment that changes the subnetwork without
changing Mi+1 must switch Mi and/or Mi+2 to FD mode. We assume that Mi+2 is
switched to FD mode. Then the new network topology has a sufficient set consisting of
I
II
(Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2
) and (Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2
). Since it is obvious that
I
II
dMi+1 ,Mi+2
(r) + dMi+1 ,Mi+2
(r) ≤ dMi+1 ,Mi+2 (r),

following the logic of the proof in Appendix 2.11, we obtain
I
II
dMi ,Mi+1 ,{Mi+2
,Mi+2
} ≤ dMi ,Mi+1 ,Mi+2 (r).

It means that the new sufficient set has a worse DMT function than the subnetwork
(Mi , Mi+1 , Mi+2 ). We know that the new network topology cannot have a better DMT
function than the new sufficient set, so its DMT function cannot be better than the old
network topology.

8
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Fig 14. DMT curves of the network (2, 4, 4, 2) with different relay mode settings.
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As an example, we consider a tandem network where M1 = 2, M2 = 4, M3 = 4
and M4 = 2. When all nodes work in HD mode, the 2 subnetworks (M1 , M2 , M3 ) and
(M2 , M3 , M4 ) have the same DMT function. Then according to Proposition 5, if a
single relay is switched to FD mode, DMT of the network cannot be improved, which is
shown in Fig. 14. Therefore, we only need to consider switching both relays to FD
mode. This new network topology can achieve a higher maximum multiplexing gain,
and thus, it achieves a better DMT in the high multiplexing gain region. Specifically,
Fig. 14 shows that when the targeted multiplexing gain is above the threshold 0.65, it is
better to let both relays operate in FD mode.
2.7

Impact of residual interference on DMT of tandem relay networks

So far, the DMT analysis has been based on the assumption that self-interference at
nodes working in FD mode is completely cancelled. In this section, however, we will
study the situation where self-interference is not completely cancelled. Specifically, we
will show the impact of residual interference by reinvestigating the DMT function of the
network topology (M1 , {M2I , M2II }, M3 ), which is previously studied in Proposition 1.
In addition, we will also discuss the chain effect of residual interference in multi-hop
tandem relay networks.
There are two antenna configurations for the network topology in Proposition 1. We
focus on the configuration where the M2I antennas are utilized to transmit and the M2II
antennas are utilized to receive. The same logic also applies to the other configuration.
We denote the power of residual interference at the relay as PZ2 , which is a function of
the relay’s transmit power P2 . We define that


log(PZ2 (P2 ))
β := max 0, lim
,
P2 →∞
log P2

(45)

and assume that β ≤ 1. As discussed in Section 2.4, when residual-interference is not
zero, the power allocation scheme that P2 = P1 = P might not be optimal anymore.
However, one thing for sure is that it is always optimal to let P1 = P , which is because
according to (1), letting P1 = P optimizes the DMT of the source-to-relay channel
without affecting the relay-to-destination channel. Therefore, we consider such power
.
allocation that P2 = P1α = P α where α ≤ 1. Then, without forward CSI, the optimal
achievable rate of the link (M1 , M2II ) is given by
CM1 ,M2II



SINR2
†
= log det I +
HM2II ,M1 HM II ,M1 ,
2
M1

(46)
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where the signal to interference and noise ratio at the relay is given by
SINR2 =

P
.
= P (1−αβ) .
PZ2 (P2 ) + 1

(47)

According to definition (5), with a targeted rate r log P , the DMT function of the
source-to-relay link, which is denoted as dRI
(r), is given by
M1 ,M II
2

dRI
M1 ,M II (r) = lim

P →∞

2

=

n
o
− log Pr CM1 ,M2II ≤ r log P

lim

log P
n
− log Pr CM1 ,M2II ≤

r
1−αβ

(48)
log SINR2

1/(1 − αβ) log SINR2


r
.
= (1 − αβ)dM1 ,M2II
1 − αβ
SINR2 →∞

o

(49)
(50)

The step from (48) to (49) is due to (47).
The optimal achievable rate of the relay-to-destination link is given by
CM2I ,M3



P2
†
= log det I + I HM3 ,M2I HM3 ,M I .
2
M2

(51)

The DMT function of the relay-to-destination link, which is denoted as dRI
(r), is
M2I ,M3
given by

dRI
M I ,M3 (r) = lim
2

P →∞

= lim

P2 →∞

n
o
− log Pr CM2I ,M3 ≤ r log P
log P

n
− log Pr CM2I ,M3 ≤

= αdM2I ,M3

r
α

r
α

1/α log P2

.

log P2

(52)
o

(53)
(54)

Then, following the same analysis steps as in Proposition 1, the optimal DMT function
of the network topology under this antenna configuration is given by
RI
max min{dRI
M1 ,M II (r), dM I ,M3 (r)}.

0≤α≤1

2

2

(55)

Notice that dRI
(r) decreases as α increases, and dRI
(r) increases as α increases.
M1 ,M II
M I ,M3
2
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2

Therefore, when r is in the region where
(1 − β)dM1 ,M2II



r
1−β



> dM2I ,M3 (r) ,

(56)

the solution to the optimization problem (55)
 is achieved by setting α = 1. And the
r
DMT function is given by (1 − β)dM1 ,M2II 1−β
. When r is outside the region (56),
∗
the optimal α is the solution of
(1 − αβ)dM1 ,M2II



r
1 − αβ



= αdM2I ,M3

r
α

,

(57)


and the optimal DMT function is give by α∗ dM2I ,M3 αr∗ .
Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis. First, it can
be used to rigorously justify that if residual interference is zero, the optimal power
allocation is to let both the source and the relay transmit with power P . Specifically,
when it is assumed that interference can be completely cancelled, it follows that β = 0.
By (50), we know that dRI
(r) has nothing to do with α in this case. So the optimal
M1 ,M2II
α in the optimization problem (55) just needs to maximize dRI
(r). Since dRI
(r)
M2I ,M3
M2I ,M3
increases as α increases, it can be maximized by setting α = 1. When both the source
and the relay transmit with power P , it follows that α = 1, and therefore, the optimal
DMT of the network is achieved. Furthermore, we notice that even if interference
cannot be completely cancelled, as long as it does not increase too fast with the transmit
power P2 , β can still be zero. For instance, when the residual interference is uniformly
bounded, we have β = 0. In this case, it is still the optimal power allocation scheme to
let both the source and the relay transmit with power P . Finally, if residual interference
increases with P2 fast enough, it will not be optimal to let α = 1, which means that it is
better to lower the transmit power of the relay.
We illustrate the impact of residual interference by considering the network (2, 2, 1).
When the relay implements the distributed-antenna design and works in FD mode with
nonzero residual interference, DMT of the network is given by

dRI
(2,2,1) (r) =






2(1 − r) if 0 ≤ r < (1 − 2β)+

1
4 − 4(β + 1)r


if (1 − 2β)+ ≤ r ≤
.

2β + 1
β+1

The DMT curves corresponding to different values of β are shown in Fig. 15. When
residual interference is zero or its power is sufficiently low, switching the relay to FD
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mode achieves a better DMT than HD mode throughout the whole region. As the power
of residual interference increases, the maximum achievable multiplexing gain of the
network decreases. If residual interference is so large that β ≥ 0.5, we should always let
the relay work in HD mode.

DMT for Network (2, 2, 1) with Residual Interference
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Fig 15. Impact of residual interference on the DMT of the network (2, 2, 1).

Next, let us examine an arbitrary multi-hop tandem relay network. To focus on the
key point, which is the impact of residual interference on DMT, let us simply assume
that the antennas of relay nodes do not switch roles. In order to give a clear illustration
of the impact of residual interference, we will consider a series of imaginary stages of
the network where the number of hops of the network increases by one in every new
stage. Throughout the analysis, let us assume a specific targeted multiplexing gain r.
We will also assume that β 6= 0.
The first stage is illustrated in Fig. 16, which is very straightforward. Since we only
consider the first hop of the network, the optimal diversity of the hop is decided by the
number of transmit and receive antennas of that hop. We denote this optimal diversity
corresponding to the targeted multiplexing gain r as d∗1 . Obviously, the optimal diversity
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is achieved by maximizing the transmit power, which means that P1 = P .
Diversity

d∗1

1

Number of hops

Stage 1
Fig 16. In the first stage, only the first link of the network is activated.

In the second stage, the first relay transmits as well, and so we are considering the
2-hop subnetwork that contains the source. This subnetwork is thoroughly investigated
above. We assume that the first relay starts to transmit with full power, which means that
initially, we let P2 = P . Then, due to residual self-interference, the diversity gain of the
first hop must drop, which is demonstrated by the red segment in Fig. 17. As for the
second hop, there are two cases: In the first case, the diversity gain of the second hop is
higher than that of the first hop; In the second case, the diversity gain of the second
hop is equal or lower than that of the first hop. In the first case, we need to reduce
the transmit power of the first relay until the diversity gains of the first and second
hops become equivalent. This diversity gain is the optimal diversity gain of the 2-hop
subnetwork which is denoted by d∗2 . The corresponding power allocation is the optimal
power allocation scheme. In the second case, even when the first relay transmits with
full power, which causes the maximum amount of interference to the first hop, the
diversity gain of the second hop is still lower than that of the first hop. Thus, the initial
power allocation, which is P1 = P2 = P , is already optimal and the corresponding
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optimal diversity gain is illustrated in Fig. 17.

Diversity

Diversity

d∗1

d∗1

case 1

case 1

d∗2
case 2

1

case 2

d∗2

2

Stage 2 initiated

Number of hops

1

2

Number of hops

Stage 2 with optimal power allocation

Fig 17. In the second stage, the second link of the network is also activated.

In the third stage, the second relay starts to transmit as well. Based on the above
two cases in the second stage, there will be 4 different cases in this stage, which are
illustrated in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19. Let us focus on the cases in Fig. 18. When the second
relay initially transmits with power P3 = P , the diversity of the second hop will drop
due to the residual interference. This is illustrated by the second red segment in Fig. 18.
Similar to the analysis in the second stage, there are two cases in the third hop here: In
the first case, the diversity gain of the third hop is higher than that of the second hop; In
the second case, the diversity gain of the third hop is equal or lower than that of the
second hop. In the first case, the transmit power of the second relay should be reduced to
mitigate the residual interference of the second relay. Meanwhile, the first relay should
increase its transmit power by a proper amount, which is a very important observation.
Eventually, the diversity gain of all the three hops will become equal, which corresponds
to the optimal diversity gain of the 3-hop subnetwork denoted by d∗3 . Notice that it holds
in all cases that d∗3 < d∗2 . In the second case, the diversity gain of the 3-hop subnetwork
is limited by the third hop. So the initial power allocation is already optimal and the
corresponding optimal diversity gain of the 3-hop subnetwork is the optimal diversity
gain of the third hop.
The situation in Fig. 19 can be analyzed similarly, so the details are omitted.
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Diversity

Diversity

d∗1

d∗1

case 1

case 1

case 1

case 1

d∗2
d∗3

d∗2
case 2

1

2

case 2

d∗3

3

1

Number of hops

Stage 3 initiated

2

3

Number of hops

Stage 3 with optimal power allocation

Fig 18. In the third stage, the third link of the network is activated.

Diversity

Diversity

d∗1

d∗1
case 1

case 1

case 2

d∗2

d∗3
case 2

1

2

case 2

d∗2

case 2

d∗3

3

Stage 3 initiated

1

Number of hops

2

3

Number of hops

Stage 3 with optimal power allocation

Fig 19. In the third stage, the third link of the network is activated.

When we go to higher stages, the same trend follows and the following conclusions
can be drawn:
1 Given a targeted multiplexing gain r, the diversity gain of a wireless FD tandem relay
network will drop as the number of hops increases. Therefore, when β 6= 0, a long
chain of FD nodes should be avoided.
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2 Even though the hops near the end of the tandem network do not directly interference
the hops in the beginning of the network, their power allocation strategies still can be
correlated to each other. Specifically, the hops near the end of the tandem network
can degrade the diversity of the hops near the beginning of the network since the
transmit power needs to be readjusted. This is shown in the analysis of the third stage.
3 Hops in the earlier stages tend to suffer from more interference than those in the later
stages.
4 As a direct consequence of the above observations, it is preferable to locate nodes
with smaller numbers of antennas at the end of the FD tandem network.
2.8

Summary

FD mode operation indeed outperforms HD mode operation in many situations. However,
it is not always the case, since compared to HD mode, FD mode has both advantage and
disadvantage. Which mode performs better depends on the FD techniques in use, the
structure of the wireless network under consideration, and the targeted working region.
Specifically, we consider a class of practical FD techniques that are recently proposed,
and investigate their performance in the framework of wireless tandem relay networks.
We show that for many tandem relay networks, in the low multiplexing gain region, the
best relay-mode configuration is to let all the relays operate in HD mode. While in the
high multiplexing gain region, the best diversity gain is usually achieved by switching
some relays to FD mode.
We also illustrate an effective approach to studying general multi-hop wireless
networks, which is to break them down into small scale subnetworks with some key
structures. Then, studying the general multi-hop wireless networks essentially becomes
studying those individual small scale subnetworks and the relationship among them.
This approach is particularly effective for DMT analysis.
2.9

Proof of Proposition 2

According to the MIDU design [87], we need to consider 4 antenna configurations which
are illustrated in Fig. 20. In the first configuration, we let M2II antennas independently
receive and let M2I antennas transmit in pairs. In the second configuration, we let M2I
antennas independently transmit, and let M2II antennas pairwise receive. In the third
configuration, we let M2II antennas pairwise transmit, and let M2I antennas independently
receive. In the fourth configuration, we let M2II antennas independently transmit, and let
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M2I antennas pairwise receive. In the first configuration, due to pairwise transmission,
there can be bM2I /2c independent data streams transmitted from the relay at most, and
the relay-to-destination channel is equivalent to a MIMO point-to-point channel with
bM2I /2c transmit antennas and M3 receive antennas. Thus, we illustrate the transmit
antennas as bM2I /2c in the first configuration of Fig. 20. We apply this rule to all the
other configurations as well.

M1
(1):

M1
(3):

M2t =bM2I /2c
M2r =M2II

M3

M2t =bM2II /2c
M2r =M2I

M3

M1

M2t =M2I
M2r =bM2II /2c

M3

M1

M2t =M2II
M2r =bM2I /2c

M3

(2):

(4):

Fig 20. All antenna configurations of the 2-hop tandem network with an MIDU relay.

We assume that the targeted rate is r log P . For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, we define Ei to be the
event that transmission through the ith configuration succeeds. We also respectively
define Ei− and Ei+ to be the events that transmission through the source-to-relay and
relay-to-destination links of the ith configuration succeed. We denote the complement
event of Ei as Ēi . Then,
PrMIDU
out (r) = Pr{Ē1 ∩ Ē2 } · Pr{Ē3 ∩ Ē4 },

(58)

and
Pr{Ē1 ∩ Ē2 } = Pr{Ē1+ ∩ Ē1− ∩ Ē2+ ∩ Ē2− } +· · ·+ Pr{Ē1+ ∩E1− ∩E2+ ∩ Ē2− }.

(59)

There are totally 9 items on the right side of (59), which, due to the dependence
relationship that Pr{Ē2− |Ē1− } = 1 and Pr{Ē1+ |Ē2+ } = 1, can be reduced to
Pr{Ē1 ∩ Ē2 } = Pr{Ē1− } + Pr{Ē2+ } + Pr{Ē1+ } · Pr{Ē2− }.

(60)

Following a similar process, we have
Pr{Ē3 ∩ Ē4 } = Pr{Ē3− } + Pr{Ē4+ } + Pr{Ē3+ } · Pr{Ē4− }.

(61)
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From (58), (60) and (61), we obtain
log PrMIDU
out (r)
P →∞
log P


log Pr{Ē1 ∩ Ē2 } log Pr{Ē3 ∩ Ē4 }
= − lim
+
,
P →∞
log P
log P

dMIDU
M1 ,M2 ,M3 (r) = − lim

(62)

where
log Pr{Ē1 ∩ Ē2 }
log P

log Pr{Ē1− } + Pr{Ē2+ } + Pr{Ē1+ } · Pr{Ē2− }
= −lim
(63)
P →∞
log P


log max Pr{Ē1− }, Pr{Ē2+ }, Pr{Ē1+ }·Pr{Ē2− }
= −lim
(64)
P →∞
log P


log(Pr{Ē2+ })
log(Pr{Ē1+ }·Pr{Ē2− })
log(Pr{Ē1− })
, − lim
, − lim
= min − lim
P →∞
P →∞
P →∞
log P
log P
log P
(65)
o
n
= min dM1 ,M2II (r), dM2I ,M3 (r), dbM2I /2c,M3 (r) + dM1 ,bM2II /2c (r) .
(66)

− lim

P →∞

The first term in (65) is exactly the diversity of the source-to-relay link of the first
configuration, which is a point-to-point MIMO channel with M1 transmit antennas
and M2II receive antennas. Therefore, this term becomes dM1 ,M2II (r) in (66). Similarly,
the second and third terms become dM2I ,M3 (r) and dbM2I /2c,M3 (r) + dM1 ,bM2II /2c (r),
respectively. By the same logic, we also obtain
n
o
log Pr{Ē3 ∩ Ē4 }
= min dM1 ,M2I (r), dM2II ,M3 (r), dbM2II /2c,M3 (r)+dM1 ,bM2I /2c (r) .
P →∞
log P
(67)

− lim

Then, by substituting (66) and (67) into (62), we obtain (18).
2.10

Program of finding the DMT of NFD

Stage 1
I
II
Scenario 1: Investigate the sufficient sets that contain (MN
, MN +1 ) and (MN
, MN +1 ).
Calculate the DMT function in this scenario as
d11 (r) = dMNI ,MN +1 (r) + dMNII ,MN +1 (r).
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Scenario 2: Inverstigate the sufficient sets that only contain the subnetwork
I
II
(min{MN
, MN
}, MN +1 ). Use the program to find the DMT function of the
I
II
smaller network (M1 , . . . , min{MN
, MN
}). Then, calculate the DMT function in
this scenario as
d21 (r) = dmin{M + ,M − },M
N

N

N +1

(r) + dM1 ,...,min{M + ,M − } (r).
N

N

Then update the DMT function to this stage as,
d1 (r) = min{d11 (r), d21 (r)}, r ∈ [0, r̃].
Stage k, k = 2, . . . , N − 1
Scenario 1: Investigate the sufficient sets that contain the subnetworks
I
II
I
I
II
II
(min{MN
−k , MN −k }, MN −k+1 ) and (min{MN −k , MN −k }, MN −k+1 ).
Calculate
X
d1k (r) =
dmin{MNI −k ,MNII −k },MNi −k+1 (r).
i=I,II

if dk−1 (r) ≤ d1k (r), ∀r ∈ [0, r̃]
Let dk (r) = dk−1 (r) and go to Stage k + 1;
else
Use the program to find the DMT function of the smaller network
I
II
(M1 , . . . , min{MN
−k , MN −k }). Then, calculate the DMT function in this
scenario by
X
d1k(r) =
dmin{MNI −k ,MNII −k },MNi −k+1 (r) + dM1 ,...,min{MNI −k ,MNII −k } (r).
i=I,II

Then we can update the DMT function up to this scenario as
dk (r) = min{d1k (r), dk−1 (r)}, r ∈ [0, r̃].
Scenario 2: Investigate the sufficient sets that contain all the subnetworks
j
i
(MN
−k , MN −k+1 ), for i, j = I, II.
Calculate the DMT function for this scenario as
d2k (r) =

X

i,j=I,II

dM i

j
N −k ,MN −k+1

(r).
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Then, we can update the DMT function to this stage as,
dk (r) = min{d2k (r), dk (r)}, r ∈ [0, r̃].
Stage N

Calculate the DMT function of the sufficient set {(M1 , M2I ), (M1 , M2II )} as
dN (r) = dM1 ,M1I (r) + dM1 ,M2II (r).
Then, we obtain
dNFD (r) = min{dN −1 (r), dN (r)}, r ∈ [0, r̃].
2.11

Proof of Theorem 3

In the first part of the proof, we assume that the DDF protocol is implemented and derive
the DMT function corresponding to the scenario that all the 4 subnetworks illustrated in
Fig. 13(b) are in outage. Without the knowledge of forward CSI, the optimal achievable
rate of the link (Mij , Mi+1 ), for j = I, II, is given by
CM j ,Mi+1 (HMi+1 ,M j ) = log det I +
i

i

SN R

HMi+1 ,M j H†M ,M j
i
i+1
i
Mij

!

,

(68)

where SNR is the ratio of the transmit power P to the additive noise power at each
receive antenna. By the assumption described in Section 2.3, the ratio is equal to
the value of P for all the links. Therefore, we will use the notation SNR in other
links as well. We write the nonzero eigenvalues of HMi+1 ,M j H†M ,M j in the form
i

λM j ,k = SNR
i

−α

j
M ,k
i

CM j ,Mi+1 (HMi+1 ,M j ) = log
i

i+1

i

, for k = 1, . . . , min{Mij , Mi+1 }, and then,

i

min{Mij ,Mi+1 }

Y

1+

k=1

.
= log

min{Mij ,Mi+1 }

Y

SN R

SN R
Mij

λM j ,k

+
j )
M ,k
i

(1−α

i

!

= log SN R

S

M

j (α
j)
M
i
i

,

k=1
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(69)

where (x)+ := max{0, x}, and

SM j (αM j ) :=
i

min{Mij ,Mi+1 }

X

i

(1 − αM j ,k )+ .

(70)

i

k=1

j
Similarly, the optimal achievable rate of the link (Mi+1 , Mi+2
), for j = I, II, is
given by



SN R
†
CMi+1 ,M j (HM j ,Mi+1 ) = log det I +
H j
H j
i+2
i+2
Mi+1 Mi+2 ,Mi+1 Mi+2 ,Mi+1
j
min{Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

Y
SN R
= log
1+
λ j
Mi+1 Mi+2 ,k
k=1

.
= log

j
min{Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

Y

= log SN R

k=1
S j
M

where the nonzero eigenvalues of HM j
SNR

j
M
,k
i+2

(α

i+2

i+2 ,Mi+1

−α

SN R
)
j
M
i+2

H†M j

(1−α

M

)
j
,k
i+2

+

,

i+2 ,Mi+1

(71)
are written as λM j

i+2 ,k

=

j
, for k = 1, . . . , min{Mi+1 , Mi+2
}, and
j
min{Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

SM j (αM j ) :=
i+2

i+2

X

k=1

(1 − αM j

i+2 ,k

)+ .

(72)

I
We explain the DDF protocol with the subnetwork (MiI , Mi+1 , Mi+2
). It takes two
th
th
time slots to send a message from the i node to the (i + 2) node. In the first time slot,
the message is sent from the ith node to the (i + 1)th node, and in the second time slot it
is forwarded to the (i + 2)th node by the (i + 1)th node. We assume that the sum of the
two time slots are T, and the first time slot occupies aT . Given a targeted rate r log P ,
P
by using perfect incremental redundancy codes [94], it follows that a = C r log
. If
I
M ,Mi+1
i

a ≥ 1, the first hop of the subnetwork cannot support the targeted rate, and thus, neither
can the subnetwork itself. Otherwise, if a < 1, there are (1 − a)T left for the second
time slot. If 1 − a < C r log PI , the subnetwork still cannot support the targeted rate.
Mi+1 ,M

i+2

According to the DDF protocol, with a targeted rate r log P , all the 4 subnetworks
will be in outage, if max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } ≤ r log P . Furthermore, given that
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } > r log P , the conditional outage probability of all the 4
71

subnetworks is given by
)
!
r logP
I
II
max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}
Pr r log P > 1 −
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 }
(
)
I
II
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
.
= Pr r logP >
II
I
}
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } + max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
(

(73)
Therefore, the probability of all the 4 subnetworks in outage is
o
n
PrDDF
out (r) = Pr r log P ≥ max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 }
(

+ Pr max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } > r log P
I
II
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}

>

)

I
II
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } + max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}
)
I
II
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}
= Pr r log P >
(74)
I
II
max{CMiI ,Mi+1 , CMiII ,Mi+1 } + max{CMi+1 ,Mi+2
, CMi+1 ,Mi+2
}
)
(
II
I
II
I
)}
), SMi+2
(αMi+2
max{SMiI (αMiI), SMiII (αMiII)} max{SMi+2
(αMi+2
.
.
= Pr r >
II
I
II
I
)}
), SMi+2
(αMi+2
max{SMiI (αMiI), SMiII (αMiII)}+max{SMi+2
(αMi+2

(

(75)
We define

I
II
O := (αMiI , αMiII , αMi+2
, αMi+2
)
r>

for l = 0, 2, j = I, II,


max{SM + (αM + ), SM − (αM − )} max{SM + (αM + ), SM − (αM − )} 
i

i

i

i

i+2

i+2

i+2

i+2

max{SM + (αM + ), SM − (αM − )} + max{SM + (αM + ), SM − (αM − )}
i

i

i

i

i+2

i+2

i+2

.

i+2

(76)

Then, following the same logic as in [54], by utilizing the probability density function of
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the eigenvalues of HM j

i+2 ,Mi+1

.
PrDDF
out (r) =
.
=

Z

Z

O

H†M j

i+2 ,Mi+1

and HMi+1 ,M j H†M
i

j
i+1 ,Mi

, we obtain

I
II
II
I
) dαMiI dαMiII dαMi+2
dαMi+2
, αMi+2
p(αMiI , αMiII , αMi+2

j
min{Mi+l
,Mi+1 }

Y Y

Y

O1 l=0,2 j=I,II

SNR

j
−(2k−1+|Mi+l
−Mi+1 |)α

M

j
,k
i+l

I
II
dαMi+2
,
dαMiI dαMiII dαMi+2

k=1

(77)

where O1 is defined as in (43). Finally, using Laplace’s method as in [54], we obtain
dDDF
{M I ,M II },Mi+1 ,{M I

II
i+2 ,Mi+2 }

i

i

(r)

log(PrDDF
out (r))
P →∞
log P

= − lim

j
min{Mi+l
,Mi+1 }

=

inf

(αM I ,αM II ,αM I
i

i

i+2

,αM II

)∈O1

i+2

X X

l=0,2 j=I,II

X

k=1

j
(2k − 1 + |Mi+l
− Mi+1 |)αM j

i+l ,k

.

(78)

In the second part of the proof, we show that the DDF protocol achieves the optimal
DMT for the scenario that all 4 subnetworks in Fig. 13(b) are in outage.
It is shown in [54] that for each channel realization, the capacity of the link
j
(Mi , Mi+1 ), for j = I, II, is upper bounded by

C̄M j ,Mi+1 (HMi+1 ,M j ) = log det I + SNR HMi+1 ,M j H†M
i

i

i

j
i+1 ,Mi



.

(79)

j
Similarly, the capacity of the link (Mi+1 , Mi+2
), for j = I, II, is upper bounded by

C̄Mi+1 ,M j (HM j
i+2

i+2


)
=
log
det
I + SNR HM j
,Mi+1

i+2

†
,Mi+1 HM j

i+2 ,Mi+1



(80)

Therefore, for each channel realization, the optimal rate supportable by the layer in Fig.
13(b) is upper bounded by
n
o
I
II
max min a max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 }, (1−a) max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
} .

0<a≤1

(81)
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The maximum is achieved when
a=

I
II
max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

,

(82)

.

(83)

I
II
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}
max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 } + max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2

and the upper bound becomes
I
II
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}
max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 } max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2

II
I
}
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 }+max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2

So the lower bound of the outage probability of the 4 subnetworks is given by
(

Pr r log P >

II
I
}
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 } max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2

II
I
}
, C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2
max{C̄MiI ,Mi+1 , C̄MiII ,Mi+1 }+max{C̄Mi+1 ,Mi+2

)

.

(84)
Notice that we can write out the eigenvalue forms of (79) and (80) similarly as in (69)
and (71). Then it is easy to see that (84) is also exponentially equivalent to (75). That
means the outage probability lower bound has the same asymptotic form as the outage
probability achieved by the DDF protocol. Therefore, the DMT upper bound is achieved
by the DDF protocol.
2.12

Approach to solving the optimization problem in Theorem 3

Notice that the function
f (x, y) =

xy
,
x+y

x, y ≥ 0,

(85)

is a monotonically increasing function of x and y. Therefore, the condition (43) is
equivalent to

I
II
O1 = (αMiI , αMiII , αMi+2
, αMi+2
) αM j

≥ 0,

SM j (αM j )SM j0 (αM j 0 )

i
i
i+2
i+2
, for l = 0, 2, j = I, II, j 0 = I, II .
r>

SM j (αM j ) + SM j0 (αM j 0 )
i+l ,1

i

i

i+2

≥ . . . ≥ αM j

j
i+l ,min{Mi+l ,Mi+1 }

i+2

(86)

74

:= αM j

If we define βM j

i+l ,k

i+l ,k

− 1, the optimization problem is equivalent to

II
I
d{MiI ,MiII },Mi+1 ,{Mi+2
} (r)
,Mi+2
j
min{Mi+l
,Mi+1 }

=

inf

(βM I ,βM II ,βM I
i

i

i+2

,βM II

)

i+2

X X

l=0,2 j=I,II

X

k=1

j
(2k−1+|Mi+l
− Mi+1 |)(βM j

i+l ,k

(87)

∀j = I, II, j 0 = I, II, l = 0, 2

s.t.

≤0

(88)

−1≤0

(89)

−r ≤0

(90)

βM j

i+l ,k

−βM j

i+l ,k

−

Pmin{Mij ,Mi+1 }
k=1

P

min{Mij ,Mi+1 }

k=1

+1),

βM j ,k
i

j0
Pmin{Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

βM j ,k +
i

k=1

P

βM j 0

j0
min{Mi+1 ,Mi+2
}

k=1

i+2 ,k

βM j 0

i+2 ,k

Expression (90) consists of 4 conditions, and each of them is a log-convex function
I
II
of the vector (βMiI , βMiII , βMi+2
, βMi+2
). Therefore, the region decided by (90) is
convex. Since all other terms is linear, the optimization problem is convex.
This convex optimization problem has some unique characteristics that allow us to
find its close-form solution. These characteristics are listed as follows:
1) By the definition that βM j ,k := αM j ,k − 1 and the expression (86), it holds that
i+l
i+l
0 ≥ βM j ,1 ≥ . . . ≥ βM j ,min{M j ,Mi+1 } ≥ −1 for l = 0, 2, j = I, II.
i+l

i+l

i+l

j
2) The term (2k − 1 + |Mi+l
− Mi+1 |)(βM j ,k + 1) in (87) is a monotonically
i+l
increasing function of βM j ,k .
i+l
3) The condition in (90) has a symmetric form.
4) The target function is linear, so the optimal solution always lies on the boundary of
the region decided by the conditions.

These characteristics lead to the important conclusion that corresponding to a specific r,
the optimal solution must have the form βM j = (0, . . . , 0, x, −1, . . . , −1) for l =
i+l
0, 2, j = I, II. In words, in the optimal solution, the vectors βM j for l = 0, 2, j = I, II
i+l
each can only have one entry that is not equal to 0 or −1. Therefore, we just need to
exhaustively find all the situations where the vectors βM j only have one entry that is
i+l
not equal to 0 or −1, and then, calculate and compare the target function in all these
situations. The minimum of the results is the optimal solution to the problem.
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3

Analysis of decode-and-forward strategy for
wireless multicast relay networks

3.1

Abstract

In this chapter, we focus on studying a two-hop wireless multicast relay network.
Multicast communication refers to that a single source node sends common information simultaneously to multiple destinations. Emerging applications such as wireless
real-time video or audio multicast and wireless file sharing among adjacent devices
all belong to the category of wireless multicast communication. Due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium, wireless multicast is expected to be able to achieve high
spectral efficiency, and to this end, quite a few multicast schemes are proposed and
studied in [96–103].
In [96], the capacity of a single-hop MIMO multicast network, where all nodes
are equipped with multiple antennas, is presented. In citeMyReferences:NiharJindalISIT2006, a single-hop multiple-input-single-output (MISO) multicast network, where
the source is equipped with multiple antennas and every destination is equipped with
a single antenna, is studied. Moreover, the asymptotic behavior of its capacity with
respect to the number of antennas at the source and the number of destinations is
analyzed. [96] and [97] show that to achieve the capacity of a single-hop multicast
network, it is essential to determine the covariance matrix of the transmit signal vectors,
which generally has a rank larger than 1. In [98], the authors consider designing a
transmit beamformer, which is a linear precoder of rank 1, to maximize the instantaneous
multicast rate for a single-hop MISO multicast network. Finding the optimal transmit
beamformer for this network is proven to be an NP-hard problem and a semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) technique is proposed to provide a sub-optimal solution. In [99], an
improved transmit beamformer design is proposed, which uses iterative algorithms
that outperform SDR with a reduced complexity at the same time. Generally, transmit
beamforming cannot achieve the capacity of MISO multicast networks. However, under
the special case of two single-antenna destinations, it is shown in [96] that transmit
beamforming can achieve the capacity. Furthermore, a closed-form expression of the
optimal transmit beamformer in this case is derived in [100]. In [101], a linear precoder
design with rank higher than 1 for a single-hop MIMO multicast network is considered.
It focuses on the problems of instantaneous rate maximization and weighted sum-delay
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minimization. There are also other investigated multicast schemes such as the precoded
orthogonal space-time block codes proposed in [103].
While all the above work focuses on single-hop multicast networks, multi-hop
multicast networks are considered in the literature as well, e.g. in [104–109]. In
multi-hop multicast networks, information from the source can be forwarded in two
different ways. It can be forwarded according to a device-to-device cooperation scenario,
where the relaying nodes are selected from the destinations that can fully decode the
information. Alternatively, it can also be forwarded to the destinations by a set of relays
in an infrastructure-based network scenario. Since, in the latter case, the relays only
assist in forwarding the information with no interest in storing and utilizing it, they
need not fully decode it. Instead, they can opt for other relaying strategies such as
amplify-and-forward [110, 111] and compress-and-forward [71, 80], etc.
The advantage and disadvantage of different types of relaying strategies have been
discussed in Section 1.2.2. In brief, strategies like amplify-and-forward and compressand-forward can be flexibly implemented, but they suffer from noise accumulation
effect; Full decode-and-forward does not have noise accumulation effect, but it is not as
flexible as the other two strategies; However, partial decode-and-forward has both the
merits of being flexible and having no noise accumulation effect. Therefore, partial
decode-and-forward has the potential to outperform other relaying strategies, which
has been shown in several distinct models in the literature [71, 112, 113]. Specifically,
in [71], the authors prove that the achievable rate of a partial decode-and-forward
protocol reaches within 1 bit/s/Hz of the cut-set upper bound of the two-relay diamond
Gaussian network under all channel conditions, which cannot be achieved by any full
decode-and-forward protocol. In [113], a class of Z-interference channels is considered,
where one receiver decodes the message from both senders while the second receiver
decodes the message sent to itself and part of the message sent to the first receiver.
This partial decoding protocol is proven to be optimal for that class of Z-interference
channels. Furthermore, the quantize-map-and-forward protocol proposed in [71], which
is proven to achieve within a constant distance to the cut-set bounds for a class of
wireless networks, is essentially a partial decode-and-forward strategy.
Inspired by the above work, in this chapter, we mainly target at studying the
performance of the partial decode-and-forward strategy in the framework of a two-hop
multicast relay network where a single source node multicasts to two destinations
through the assistance of two relays. Specifically, we propose a protocol that explore
both the benefits of partial decoding and relay cooperation. We show that the proposed
partial decode-and-forward protocol includes the conventional full decode-and-forward
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protocol as a special case, and achieves a higher rate in general. The network model
under consideration is a multicast version of the unicast diamond relay network studied
in [70, 71]. The benefit of studying such a simple model is that when we evaluate the
performance, e.g. the achievable rate region, of proposed protocols for the network, we
can obtain closed-form results, and need not resort to any approximation technique that
leads to sub-optimal numerical results. It is convenient to do further analysis based on
the closed-form results. Moreover, although the model is simple, it captures the essence
of the class of two-hop multicast relay networks where a single source node multicasts
to multiple destinations through the assistance of multiple relays. Therefore, the partial
decode-and-forward strategy can also be generalized and applied to general two-hop
multicast networks with multiple relays and destinations, which will be discussed after
the case study of the simple model.
We study the multicast relay network from the following aspects. First, we consider
a snapshot of the channel realization of the network. We show that under the partial
decode-and-forward strategy, the source-to-relay layer is equivalent to a degraded
broadcast channel and we derive the achievable rate region for that layer. We further
show that the relay-to-destination layer is a compound multiple access channel (MAC)
and we derive its achievable rate region. Then, we compare the achievable rate regions
for both layers and obtain the achievable rate region of the network. We show by
both analysis and simulation that for most channel realizations, the partial decode-andforward protocol achieves a higher rate than the full decode-and-forward protocol. In
addition, we prove that the achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol
either reaches arbitrarily close to the cut-set upper bound of the network or reaches
within 1 bit/s/Hz to that, asymptotically with respect to the transmit power.
Then, we also consider the effect of fading and derive the DMT of the network with
decode-and-forward protocols. We prove that full decode-and-forward with both relays
activated cannot achieve the optimal DMT. However, full decode-and-forward with a
single relay activated and partial decode-and-forward can both achieve the optimal DMT
of the network.
3.2

System model

We consider a network where a single source multicasts to two destinations through
the assistance of two relays. The network model is illustrated in Fig. 21, which can
be viewed as a multicast version of the diamond Gaussian network investigated in
[71]. Similarly as in the diamond Gaussian network, we assume that there are no direct
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links between the source and the destinations and the two relays do not interfere each
other. We also assume that the average transmit power of the source is Ps , and the
average sum transmit power of the relays is Pr . We only consider the sum transmit
power constraint, since it allows flexible power allocation between the two relays and
guarantees the feasibility of all beamformer patterns when the relays cooperate in the
form of distributed beamforming. We assume that the relays operate in the ideal FD
mode, so they can transmit and receive simultaneously with self-interference completely
cancelled. We also assume that the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at each node
is i.i.d with unitary variance. We assume that all links in the network are quasi-static
frequency non-selective channels. The CSI between nodes in adjacent layers can be
learned by training with pilot signals. The different protocols under consideration have
different requirements on the availability of CSI, which is assumed to be satisfied in the
derivation of their achievable rate regions. The procedure of obtaining the CSI will
be discussed in the end of the chapter. We follow the conventional way of studying a
quasi-static network by first focusing on a snapshot of its channel realization, where all
the channel coefficients are kept constant and the network is equivalent to a Gaussian
network. Then, we study the impact of slow fading by analyzing the DMT of the
network with the proposed protocols.
relay 1

destination 1

2

h1

source

h s1

h11

hs

2

relay 2

destination 2

Fig 21. A multicast relay network where a source transmits to two destinations through the
assistance of two relays.

We define the channel coefficients from the source to the first and second relays as
hs1 and hs2 , and the channel coefficients from the j th relay to the k th destination as
hjk , for j, k = 1, 2. Without loss of generality, when we consider a snapshot of the
network channel, we assume that the source has a better channel to the first than to the
second relay, i.e., |hs1 | > |hs2 |. We also assume that the first relay has a better channel
to the first than to the second destination, i.e., |h11 | > |h12 |. For every snapshot of the
channel, each link is equivalent to a Gaussian channel, and therefore its capacity is
given by the Shannon formula. For example, the link between the source and the j th
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relay has capacity Csj = log(1+|hsj |2 Ps ). The assumption that |hs1 | > |hs2 | implies
that Cs1 > Cs2 .
Before introducing the partial decode-and-forward protocol, in the next section, we
will first investigate the full decode-and-forward protocol for the network.
3.3

Maximum achievable rate of the full decode-and-forward
protocol

Under the full decode-and-forward protocol, the source must transmit so that at least one
of the relays can fully decode the received information. This implies that the source
must transmit at a rate that is no larger than the capacity of the channel between itself
and the first relay, i.e., the relay with the better source-to-relay channel. Furthermore,
when the rate from the source is such that both relays can successfully decode, those
relays can either cooperatively forward the information to the destinations or one of
them can deliver all the information alone. This gives rise to four cases, namely 1) both
relays fully decode but only the first one forwards the information, 2) both relays fully
decode but only the second one forwards the information, 3) both relays fully decode
and they both cooperatively deliver the information, and 4) only the first relay fully
decodes and forwards the information.
If only the first relay forwards the information to the destinations, which may occur
under the first and fourth of the above cases, the maximum achievable rate of the network
is


min log(1 + |hs1 |2 Ps ), log(1 + |h11 |2 Pr ), log(1 + |h12 |2 Pr ) .

(91)

If only the second relay forwards the information, which corresponds to the second case,
the maximum achievable rate of the network is given by


min log(1 + |hs2 |2 Ps ), log(1 + |h21 |2 Pr ), log(1 + |h22 |2 Pr ) .

(92)

Therefore, the maximum achievable rate of the network using the full decode-andforward protocol with a single relay activated is the larger quantity between (91) and
(92).
When both relays fully decode the information from the source and they cooperatively
forward it to the destinations, the optimal cooperation strategy, which can achieve the
best multicast rate from the relays to the destinations, is distributed beamforming. The
reason is as follows: We can treat the relays as two distributed antennas of a virtual node,
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and then, the relay-to-destination layer can be viewed as a single-hop MISO multicast
network with two single-antenna destinations, for which beamforming is proven to
achieve the capacity [96]. We define the beamforming coefficients of the first and second
relays as g1 and g2 , respectively. Then, the relay-to-destination channel becomes
y1 = h11 g1 x + h21 g2 x + z1 ,

(93)

y2 = h12 g1 x + h22 g2 x + z2 .

(94)

y1 and y2 are the received signals by the first and second destinations, respectively. g1 x
and g2 x are the signals transmitted by the first and second relays, respectively. To satisfy
the sum power constraint, it follows that |g1 |2 + |g2 |2 = 1 and E[|x|2 ] = Pr . The noise
at the first and second destinations are denoted by z1 and z2 , respectively. The optimal
beamforming coefficients g1∗ and g2∗ are obtained by solving the following optimization
problem:

max min {|h11 g1 + h21 g2 |, |h12 g1 + h22 g2 |} ,
g1, g2

(95)

We define that h11 g1∗ + h21 g2∗ = hb1 and h12 g1∗ + h22 g2∗ = hb2 . Then, with optimal
beamforming, the channel (93) and (94) becomes
y1 = hb1 x + z1 ,

(96)

y2 = hb2 x + z2 .

(97)

The optimal beamforming coefficients are functions of hjk , for j, k = 1, 2, and their
expressions are derived in [100]. We illustrate their properties from a geometric
perspective in Appendix 3.9, which shows that the relationship among the channel
coefficients belongs to one of the following three scenarios: Scenario 1) |hb1 | > |hb2 | >
|h12 |; Scenario 2) |hb1 | = |hb2 | > |h12 |; Scenario 3) |hb2 | > |hb1 | > |h11 |.
According to (96) and (97), the maximum multicast rate from the relays to the
destinations, which also serves as an upper bound on the achievable rate of the network
according to the cut-set bound theory [2], is given by


min log(1 + |hb1 |2 Pr ), log(1 + |hb2 |2 Pr ) .

(98)

Then, by taking the source-to-relay layer into consideration, the maximum achievable
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rate of the network under full decode-and-forward with both relays activated is given by

min log(1+|hs2 |2 Ps ), log(1+|hb1 |2 Pr ), log(1+|hb2 |2 Pr ) .

(99)

Notice that (99) is equivalent to (98) when the channel coefficients of the network satisfy

that log(1 + |hs2 |2 Ps ) ≥ log 1+Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } . Therefore, full decode-andforward with both relays activated is optimal for the network, when log(1+|hs2 |2 Ps ) ≥

log 1+Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } .
3.4

Achievable rate region of the partial decode-and-forward
protocol

Even though full decode-and-forward can achieve the optimal rate of the network for
some particular channel realizations as we discussed above, there are cases where
it does not perform well. For instance, full decode-and-forward does not perform
well for asymmetric channels where the channel between the source and the second
relay and the channel between the first relay and each destination suffer from deep
fading. This is because if we let both relays fully decode the source’s information and
forward it, the source will have to lower its rate to take care of the second relay facing
deep fading. Alternatively, if we only let the first relay fully decode and forward the
information, its transmission will be restricted by the deep fading channels between
itself and both destinations. To overcome the above restrictions, we propose below a
partial decode-and-forward protocol.
3.4.1

Broadcasting and partial decoding phase

In this section, we consider the source-to-relay layer of the network under the partial
decode-and-forward protocol. We first consider the case where the source transmits at
rate Rs that satisfies Cs2 < Rs ≤ Cs1 . This implies that even though the first relay
can fully decode the information, the second relay cannot. However, by using proper
encoding and decoding schemes, the second relay can decode part of the information
and assist the first relay to forward that part. We denote the rate of the information
decodable by the second relay as Rc .
In order for the second relay to partially decode the source’s information, the source
can do rate-splitting. Rate-splitting is a powerful tool that plays an important role in
obtaining the best known achievable rate region of the interference channel [9]. It can
also simplify the decoding process of a multiple access channel by allowing the receiver
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to sequentially decode instead of jointly decoding [114]. The basic idea of rate-splitting
is that instead of encoding the index set Ws , which carries all the information, by a
codebook (2nRs , n), the source first divides Ws into two index sets Wv and Wc , which
satisfy |Ws | = |Wv | × |Wc | where | · | indicates the cardinality of a set. Then, two
codebooks are generated for Wv and Wc respectively with rates Rv and Rc and it holds
that Rs = Rv + Rc .
After rate-splitting, the source can implement superposition encoding by simultaneously sending a codeword from the codebook (2nRv , n) and another from the codebook
(2nRc , n). Under the condition that Rs ≤ Cs1 , the first relay can decode both codewords
by performing successive-interference-cancellation decoding. However, since Rs > Cs2
the second relay can only decode the codeword from the codebook with rate Rc and not
the one from the codebook with rate Rv . Therefore, the first relay can fully decode
the source’s information at rate Rs , while the second relay can only decode part of the
information at rate Rc .
The above encoding and decoding scheme not only can enable the second relay to
partially decode the source’s information, but can also achieve the capacity of a degraded
broadcast channel [2]. In fact, after rate-splitting at the source, the source-to-relay layer
of the network is equivalent to a degraded broadcast channel with the only difference that
the first relay is interested in both messages. Due to this relationship, the above scheme
is also optimal in the framework of partial decode-and-forward, which means that given
a fixed rate Rs , it can maximize Rc . By modifying the expression of the capacity region
of the degraded broadcast channel in [2], we obtain the optimal achievable rate region of
the source-to-relay channel under partial decode-and-forward as:

[

(

(Rs , Rc ) : Rs = Rv + Rc , Rs > Cs2 ,

α∈[0, 1]


)
2

(1
−
α)P
|h
|
s s2
,
0 ≤ Rv ≤ log 1 + αPs |hs1 |2 , 0 ≤ Rc ≤ log 1 +
1 + αPs |hs2 |2

(100)

where the information that can be decoded by both relays is sent with average power
(1 − α)Ps , and the information that can only be decoded by the first relay is sent with
average power αPs . We obtain (100) by assuming that Cs2 < Rs ≤ Cs1 .
When Rs ≤ Cs2 , the partial decode-and-forward protocol degenerates to the case
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where both relays can fully decode, and the achievable rate region is given by

(

(Rs , Rc ) : Rs = Rc ,

2

0 ≤ Rc ≤ log 1 + Ps |hs2 |

)


.

(101)

To sum up, the partial decode-and-forward protocol is a generalization of the full
decode-and-forward protocol. If Rs ≤ Cs2 , it degenerates to the case that both relays
fully decode. If Cs2 < Rs ≤ Cs1 , it achieves a new rate region for the source-to-relay
layer, which is given by (100).
3.4.2

Compound multiple access channel phase

In this section we consider the relay-to-destination layer of the network under the
partial decode-and-forward protocol. Obviously, both relays can cooperate to send
the part of information they both decode successfully at rate Rc to the destinations.
Furthermore, the other part, which is only decodable by the first relay at rate Rv , can only
be forwarded to the destinations by the first relay. Similarly to the cooperation scheme
in Section 3.3, the two relays can forward the common information by distributed
beamforming, which yields
y1 = h11 (x1 + g1∗ x2 ) + h21 g2∗ x2 + z1 ,

(102)

y2 = h12 (x1 + g1∗ x2 ) + h22 g2∗ x2 + z2 .

(103)

The transmitted signals of the first and second relays are given by x1 + g1∗ x2 and g2∗ x2 ,
respectively. By the definition that h11 g1∗ + h21 g2∗ = hb1 and h12 g1∗ + h22 g2∗ = hb2 , the
channel of (102) and (103) becomes
y1 = h11 x1 + hb1 x2 + z1 ,

(104)

y2 = h12 x1 + hb2 x2 + z2 .

(105)

x1 is the signal transmitted only by the first relay and x2 is the signal transmitted
cooperatively by both relays. They satisfy the total power constraint E[|x1 |2 + |x2 |2 ] =
Pr . This channel is a Gaussian compound MAC [115] with only a total transmit
power constraint. We can further define a power allocation coefficient β such that
E[|x1 |2 ] = βPr and E[|x2 |2 ] = (1 − β)Pr , where β can take any value in the range
[0 , 1].
To obtain the achievable rate region of the Gaussian compound MAC in (104) and
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(105), we first show how to obtain the achievable rate region of a Gaussian MAC with a
total power constraint in the following proposition. Notice that although we consider the
MAC in (104) as an example in the proposition, the conclusion holds for any Gaussian
MAC with a total power constraint.
Proposition 6. A Gaussian MAC, such as the one in (104), satisfying |h11 | < |hb1 | and
having a total transmit power constraint Pr , has an achievable rate region given by

[

β∈[0, 1]

(


(Rv , Rc ) : 0 ≤ Rv ≤ log 1 + |h11 |2 βPr ,


|hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr
0 ≤ Rc ≤ log 1 +
1 + |h11 |2 βPr

)
.

Rc (bits/s/Hz)

log 1 + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr



Rv +Rc = log 1 + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr +|h11 |2 βPr
B



Capacity Boundary

A

O


log 1+|h11 |2 βPr Rv (bits/s/Hz)

Fig 22. An illustration of the achievable rate region of the Gaussian MAC when the power
allocation coefficient β is used. The dashed line further shows a piece of the boundary of the
achievable rate region of the Gaussian MAC with a total power constraint. Point A generates
the boundary of the achievable rate region as β varies in [0 , 1].

The proof is provided in Appendix 3.10. It is well known that given a fixed coefficient
β, the achievable rate region of the MAC in (104) has the shape illustrated in Fig. 22.
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However, since there is only a total transmit power constraint, β actually varies in the
range [0 , 1]. We show that as β varies, the boundary of the achievable rate region is
generated by point A. This means that to operate at the boundary of the achievable rate
region of a general Gaussian MAC with a total power constraint the codewords sent over
the strong channel must be decodable by the destination, treating the codewords sent
over the weak channel as noise.
Next, we focus on the Gaussian compound MAC in (104) and (105). The achievable
rate region of a compound MAC, which consists of two multiple access channels, is
studied in [115]. By using the conclusion from [115], it follows that the achievable
rate region of the Gaussian compound MAC in (104) and (105) with power allocation
coefficient β is given by

CCMAC (β) =

(

(Rv , Rc ) :

0 ≤ Rv ≤ min{log(1 + |h11 |2 βPr ), log(1 + |h12 |2 βPr )},

0 ≤ Rc ≤ min{log(1 + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr ), log(1 + |hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr )},
n
0 ≤ Rv +Rc ≤ min log(1+(|h11 |2 β +|hb1 |2 (1−β))Pr ),
)
o
log(1+(|h12 |2 β +|hb2 |2 (1−β))Pr ) .

(106)

Basically, (106) means that given a fixed β, we can first find the achievable rate region
of the multiple access channel in (104) and the achievable rate region of the multiple
access channel in (105). Then, the common part of the two regions is the achievable
rate region of the compound MAC. The region of (106) can fall into one of the six
cases illustrated in Fig. 23, depending on the value of β and the relationship among the
channel coefficients hjk , for j =1, b and k = 1, 2. Recall that as we have discussed in
Section 3.3 and proved in Appendix 3.9, the relationship among the channel coefficients
falls into three scenarios. For each scenario and for a fixed value of β, we can map the
region of (106) to a case in Fig. 23. Before giving examples of such mapping, let us first
list the coordinates of some important points in Fig. 23. Let us denote the coordinates of
a point Z by (RvZ , RcZ ). Then, we have

RvA

2

= log 1 + βPr |h12 |



,

RcA



|hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr
= log 1 +
1 + βPr |h12 |2



.

(107)
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RvB = log


1+



βPr |h11 |2
B
2
,
R
=
log
1+(1−β)P
|h
|
. (108)
r
b1
c
1 + (1 − β)Pr |hb1 |2

Next, we illustrate two examples of how the region given by (106) maps to the cases in
Fig. 23. Firstly, in Scenario 1) |hb1 | > |hb2 | > |h12 |, the achievable rate region of the
MAC in (105) is always a subset of the achievable rate region of the MAC in (104),
irrespective of the value of β. This means that in this scenario, (106) always maps to the
case of Fig. 23(a). Secondly, in Scenario 3) |hb2 | > |hb1 | > |h11 |, if and only if β takes a
value that guarantees that RvA ≤ RvB and RcB ≤ RcA , the case of Fig. 23(f) occurs. By
(107) and (108), this means that if and only if β satisfies




βPr |h11 |2
log 1+βPr |h12 | ≤ log 1+
,
1 + (1 − β)Pr |hb1 |2



(1 − β)Pr |hb2 |2
,
log 1+(1−β)Pr |hb1 |2 ≤ log 1+
1 + βPr |h12 |2
2



(109)
(110)

the case of Fig. 23(f) occurs. With a slight manipulation of the expressions (109) and
(110) we obtain that β d ≤ β ≤ β u , where



|h11 |2
1
β = 1+ 1−
,
2
|h12 |
|hb1 |2 Pr
d

u

β =




1
|hb2 |2
−1
.
2
|hb1 |
|h12 |2 Pr

(111)

Therefore, in Scenario 3) |hb2 | > |hb1 | > |h11 |, if and only if β d < β u and β takes
values in the range (β d , β u ), the region given by (106) maps to Fig. 23(f).
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Fig 23. Rate regions for all the possible cases of the compound MAC with power allocation
coefficient β. The boundary of the rate region of the MAC in (104) is shown by the solid line,
and the boundary of the rate region of the MAC in (105) is shown by the dashed line.

Notice that the region given by (106) is achieved under the assumption of a fixed β.
Thus, it is not the achievable rate region of the compound MAC (104) and (105) with a
total power constraint. To obtain the latter region for each scenario, we need to follow a
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similar procedure as in the proof of Proposition 6. That is varying β in the range [0 , 1]
and finding the points in the cases of Fig. 23 that lie on the boundary of the achievable
rate region of the compound MAC (104) and (105) with a total power constraint. The
achievable rate region for all possible scenarios are listed below:
Scenario 1) |hb1 | > |hb2 | > |h12 |: We have shown that only the case of Fig. 23(a)
can occur in this scenario when β takes any value in [0 , 1]. Thus, for any fixed β,
the achievable rate region of the compound MAC is the achievable rate region of the
MAC in (105). Furthermore, since |hb2 | > |h12 |, by Proposition 6, the boundary of the
achievable rate region of the compound MAC is generated by the point A in Fig. 23(a)
as β varies in [0 , 1]. Therefore, the achievable rate region in this scenario is given by

[

β∈[0, 1]

(

(Rv , Rc ) : Rv ≥ 0, Rc ≥ 0,
2

Rv ≤ log 1 + βPr |h12 |





|hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr
, Rc ≤ log 1 +
1 + βPr |h12 |2

)
.

(112)

Scenario 2) |hb1 | = |hb2 | > |h12 |: The achievable rate region of the MAC in (105)
is still a subset of the achievable rate region of the MAC in (104) when β takes any
value in [0 , 1]. This is illustrated in Fig. 23(b). Therefore, the achievable rate region of
the compound MAC in this scenario is also given by (112).
Scenario 3) |hb2 | > |hb1 | > |h11 |: This scenario can be further classified into two
sub-scenarios depending on the relationship of β d and β u in (111).
Proposition 7. When |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | and β d ≥ β u , the achievable rate region of
the compound MAC (104) and (105) is given by

[

β∈[0, 1]
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(

(Rv , Rc ) : Rv ≥ 0, Rc ≥ 0,


Rv ≤ log 1 + βPr |h12 |2 ,


1+|h11 |2 βPr +|hb1 |2 (1−β)Pr
Rc ≤ log
, β ∈ [0, β ∗ ),
1 + βPr |h12 |2
)


|hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr
Rc ≤ log 1 +
, β ∈ [β ∗ , 1] ,
(113)
1 + βPr |h12 |2

where

β∗ =

|hb2 |2 − |hb1 |2
.
|hb2 |2 − |hb1 |2 + |h11 |2 − |h12 |2

(114)

The proof is provided in Appendix 3.11.
Proposition 8. When |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | and β d < β u , the achievable rate region of
the compound MAC (104) and (105) is given by

[

β∈[0, 1]

(

(Rv , Rc ) : Rv ≥ 0, Rc ≥ 0,


Rv ≤ log 1 + βPr |h12 |2 ,


|hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr
Rc ≤ log 1 +
, β ∈ [β u− , 1],
1 + βPr |h12 |2

Rc ≤ log 1+|hb1 |2 (1−β)Pr , β ∈ [β d+ , β u− ],
)


1+|h11 |2 βPr +|hb1 |2 (1−β)Pr
d+
,β ∈ [0, β ] ,
Rc ≤ log
1 + βPr |h12 |2

(115)

where

β d+ = max{β d , 0},

β u− = min{β u , 1}.

(116)

The proof is provided in Appendix 3.12.
We have, so far, characterized the achievable rate regions of both the source-to-relay
broadcast channel and the relay-to-destination compound multiple access channel. By
jointly considering them, we can obtain the optimal achievable rate of the multicast
relay network with the partial decode-and-forward protocol. We consider three channel
examples listed in Table 1, where the imaginary number is denoted as i. The coefficients
in the examples are selected such that the achievable rate regions of the relay-todestination layer of the three examples are charcterized by (112), (113), and (115)
respectively. Therefore, they represent all possible scenarios.
Table 1. Three channel examples.

I
II
III

hs1
3i
3
2

hs2
2
2i
0.8i

h11
√4
6
1

h12
2i
1
1

h21
2
1
2i

h22
2
6
3
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3
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Rv bits/s/Hz
Fig 24. The achievable rate region for channel Example I, where we let Ps = Pr = 1. In
this example, |hb1 | > |hb2 | > |h12 |. Therefore, the boundary of the achievable rate region of
the relay-to-destination compound MAC consists of a single piece of curve whose function
is given by (112). The shaded area is the achievable rate region of the source-to-relay layer
with partial decode-and-forward, whose boundary is given by (100).

We draw the achievable rate regions of the three examples in Fig. 24 and 28. Let
us focus on the example in Fig. 24 and consider the source-to-relay layer first. If the
source gradually increases its transmit rate Rs from 0 to Cs2 , both relays can fully
decode, and the achievable rate region of the source-to-relay layer is the segment
connecting the origin O = (0, 0) and the point B = (0, log(1 + Ps |hs2 |2 )). When
Rs keeps increasing and satisfies Rs > Cs2 , then, under the full decode-and-forward
protocol, only the first relay can be activated and the achievable rate region of the
source-to-relay layer is the segment connecting the point K = (log(1 + Ps |hs2 |2 ), 0) and
the point E = (log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 ), 0). However, under the partial decode-and-forward
protocol, the achievable rate region of the source-to-relay channel is the shaded area
bounded by the solid line according to (100). Therefore, partial decode-and-forward
extends the achievable rate region of full decode-and-forward from a one-dimensional
segment to a two-dimensional area. This means that it has a more flexible and versatile
choice of rate combinations, which enables it to achieve a higher rate for most channel
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realizations.
Next, let us consider the relay-to-destination layer. By using the results of [100], the
optimal beamforming coefficients of the relay-to-destination channel can be calculated
and shown to satisfy |hb1 | > |hb2 | > |h12 |. Therefore, the achievable rate region of the
compound MAC is given by (112), whose boundary is the curve DF . According to
(112), it holds that D = (0, log(1 + Pr |hb2 |2 )) and F = (log(1 + Pr |h12 |2 ), 0).
Finally, by jointly considering the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination layers,
we can find the optimal operating point of the partial decode-and-forward protocol.
Specifically, in this example, the boundary curves DF and BE cross each other at point
A, which is the optimal operating point of the partial decode-and-forward protocol.
Furthermore, in this example, the points B and F are the optimal operating points of
full decode-and-forward with both relays activated and with a single relay activated,
respectively.
In Figs. 25(a) and 25(b), we plot the rate regions for channel Examples II and III. The
achievable rate regions of their relay-to-destination layers are characterized by (113) and
(115) respectively, whose boundaries are also denoted by DF . According to (112), (113),
and (115), it holds that for any channel realization, the end points of the boundary curve

of the relay-to-destination layer satisfy that D = (0, log 1 + Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 }
and F = (log(1 + Pr |h12 |2 ), 0).
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Fig 25. (a) Illustration of the achievable rate region for channel Example II, where |h11 | <
|hb1 | < |hb2 | and β d > β u . The Boundary of the achievable rate region of the relay-todestination compound MAC consists of two segments. (b) Illustration of the achievable rate
region for channel Example III, where |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | and β d < β u . The boundary
of the achievable rate region of the relay-to-destination compound MAC consists of three
segments. The shaded area is the achievable rate region of the source-to-relay layer with
partial decode-and-forward, whose boundary is given by (100).
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Furthermore, in all the above three examples, the curves DF and BE cross each other.
However, there are other cases of channel realizations, where the curves do not cross each

other. Specifically, on one hand, if log 1+Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } < log(1 + Ps |hs2 |2 ),
which means that RcD < RcB , the two curves do not cross each other and the point D,
which in this case is the optimal operating point of full decode-and-forward with both
relays activated, is also the optimal operating point of partial decode-and-forward. The

achievable rate of the network at D is given by log 1 + Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } . On
the other hand, if log(1 + |hs1 |2 Ps ) < log(1 + |h12 |2 Pr ), which means that RcE < RcF ,
the boundary curves also do not cross each other and the point E, which is the optimal
operating point of full decode-and-forward with only the first relay activated, is the
optimal operating point of partial decode-and-forward. The achievable rate of the
network at E is given by log(1 + |hs1 |2 Ps ).
3.5

Asymptotic analysis of decode-and-forward protocols

In this section, we study full and partial decode-and-forward protocols from two
perspectives. On one hand, we compare their achievable rates with the cut-set upper
bound of the network. We prove that for any channel realization, the achievable rate of
the partial decode-and-forward protocol can reach within a constant gap to the cut-set
upper bound asymptotically with respect to the transmit power. On the other hand, we
consider a quasi-static fading environment and study the DMT of the network with
decode-and-forward protocols.
3.5.1

Asymptotic achievable rates and the cut-set upper bound

The optimal achievable rate of a network can be upper bounded by its cut-set upper
bound [2]. The cut-set upper bound of the multicast relay network under consideration,
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¯ is given by
denoted by C,

C¯ = min




log 1 + Ps (|hs1 |2 + |hs2 |2 ) ,


log 1 + Pr (min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 }) ,

log 1 + Pr (|h11 |2 + |h21 |2 ) ,

log 1 + Pr (|h12 |2 + |h22 |2 ) ,

log (1 + Ps |hs1 |2 )(1 + Pr |h21 |2 )

log (1 + Ps |hs1 |2 )(1 + Pr |h22 |2 ) ,

log (1 + Ps |hs2 |2 )(1 + Pr |h11 |2 ) ,


2
2
log (1 + Ps |hs2 | )(1 + Pr |h12 | ) .

(117)
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)
(122)
(123)
(124)

Notice that the two rates given in (119) and (120) are redundant, since it always holds
that |h1j |2 + |h2j |2 ≥ min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } for j = 1, 2. The following theorem shows
how close the achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol can reach to
the cut-set bound at the high transmit power regime.
Theorem 4. The achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol either
reaches arbitrarily close to the cut-set upper bound or reaches to within 1 bit/s/Hz of
that, asymptotically with respect to the transmit power.
The proof is provided in Appendix 3.13. The fact that partial decode-and-forward can
asymptotically reach within 1 bit/s/Hz to the cut-set bound for any channel realization is
due to its property of flexible rate and power allocation as discussed in Section 3.4. Full
decode-and-forward does not have this property. Thus, for different channel realizations,
the gap between the asymptotic achievable rate of the full decode-and-forward protocol
and the cut-set bound can vary significantly. This behaviour is verified by the numerical
results in Section 3.6.
3.5.2

Diversity-multiplexing tradeoff

We have, so far, studied the achievable rate region of decode-and-forward protocols for
each snapshot of the network channels. In this section, we consider a quasi-static fading
environment and study the performance of those protocols using DMT as the metric. We
assume that Ps = Pr , and that all links of the network are i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels,
which means that the square of the absolute value of the fading coefficient of each link is
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exponentially distributed. We further assume that the exponential distribution has a
unitary rate.
For the multicast relay network, we define multiplexing gain r and diversity gain d,
which are achievable by a family of codes, as

R(Ps )
,
Ps →∞ log Ps

r = lim

log Pe (Ps )
,
Ps →∞
log Ps

d = − lim

(125)

where R(Ps ) is the end-to-end multicast rate of the network achieved by the codes
corresponding to transmit power Ps , and Pe (Ps ) is the decoding error probability.
Notice that as long as one destination cannot successfully retrieve the information sent
by the source, there is a decoding error. We assume that the coherence time of the fading
channels of the network is long enough so that the codeword length can be designed to
be long enough to make the error event over the network dominated by the outage event
of the network. Therefore, Pe (Ps ) can be replaced by the outage probability of the
network.
We denote by dFD2 (r) the DMT function corresponding to the full decode-andforward protocol with both relays activated and cooperating. We also denote by dPD (r)
and dFD1 (r) the DMT functions corresponding to partial decode-and-forward and full
decode-and-forward with a single relay activated, respectively. Finally, we denote the
optimal DMT function of the network by dopt (r). The following results are true:

Theorem 5. The DMT function corresponding to full decode-and-forward with both
relays activated is given by

dFD2 (r) = (1 − r), r ∈ [0, 1].
The optimal DMT of the network can be achieved by partial decode-and-forward, or by
full decode-and-forward with a single relay activated, which is given by

dopt (r) = dFD1 (r) = dPD (r) = 2(1 − r), r ∈ [0, 1].
The proof of Theorem 5 is provided in Appendix 3.14. The DMT curves of the
functions given in Theorem 5 are illustrated in Fig. 26.
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Fig 26. DMT curves of the network under full and partial decode-and-forward protocols.

3.6

Numerical results

In this section, we compare the achievable rates of the partial and full decode-andforward protocols over a complete transmit power range for the channel Examples I
and II listed in Table 1. We let Ps = Pr and plot the achievable rate of the network
as a function of Ps in Figs. 27 and 28(a). We observe that the results in the high
transmit power regime support Theorem 4. Specifically, the achievable rate of the partial
decode-and-forward protocol reaches arbitrarily close to the cut-set upper bound in both
examples.
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Fig 27. Channel Example I: the achievable rate of partial decode-and-forward is close to
the cut-set upper bound through the whole power range and approaches the cut-set upper
bound asymptotically.

Although as is shown by Theorem 5 partial decode-and-forward has no multiplexing
gain over full decode-and-forward, there is still some gain in the achievable rate,
which can be significant, especially for asymmetrical channels. For instance, let us
modify the coefficients in channel Example II by setting hs2 = 0.2. In Fig. 28(b), it
is shown that the partial decoding scheme still approaches the cut-set upper bound
asymptotically. However, there is a gap of approximately 3 bits/s/Hz between the best
achievable rate of full decode-and-forward and the cut-set upper bound, when the
transmit power is around 30dB. This difference is about 1/3 of the best achievable rate
of full decode-and-forward at that point. This asymmetrical channel example shows
the robustness of partial decode-and-forward. Even with severely unbalanced channel
conditions, partial decode-and-forward can make the best use of all links by flexible rate
and power allocation, which is impossible by full decode-and-forward. In addition, we
observe that there is a transformation point on the cut-set bound curve in Fig. 28(b).
This is because as Ps increases, the equation that attains the minimum in the cut-set
upper bound C¯ changes from the second term in (124) to (117).
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Fig 28. (a) Illustration of the channel Example II, where the achievable rate of partial decodeand-forward is close to the cut-set upper bound through the whole power range and has
a 1bit/s/Hz gain over full decode-and-forward in a large power range. (b) Illustration the
modified channel Example II, where the link between the source and the second relay is
in deep fading(hs2 = 0.2). Even though the achievable rate of partial decode-and-forward
still reaches quite close to the cut-set upper bound uniformly, the achievable rates of full
decode-and-forward are limited by the poor link.
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3.7

Discussion

Both the partial and full decode-and-forward protocols can be generalized and applied to
two-hop multicast relay networks with multiple relays and destinations. And some
conclusions drawn from the case study also hold generally. For instance, partial decodeand-forward protocols always include full decode-and-forward protocols as special
cases, and thus, the former can always achieve a performance at least as well as the latter.
Moreover, when every node has a single antenna and all the channel fading coefficients
satisfy the statistics assumed in Section 3.5.2, the protocol of full decode-and-forward
with a single relay activated always achieves the optimal DMT of the multicast network,
and so can a properly designed partial decode-and-forward protocol.
On the other hand, designing and analyzing the performance of partial and full
decode-and-forward protocols for a general two-hop multicast relay network also faces
new challenges. One challenge is that with more activated relays and destinations, the
optimal relay cooperation scheme is unknown. Moreover, as indicated in Section 3.1,
some cooperative multicast schemes need to rely on approximation techniques and
therefore their performance can only be evaluated numerically. This means that the
protocols employing those cooperation schemes can only be evaluated numerically as
well. Another challenge is that as the number of relays and destinations increases in the
network, the number of ways of selecting relays and assigning destinations to relays also
increases, which makes it difficult to directly identify the optimal relay configuration
for the partial decode-and-forward protocol. This difficulty can be overcome by the
following approach: We can first aim at finding the best relay selection scenario for the
full decode-and-forward protocol. Then, based on this scenario, we can try to activate
several extra relays that can only decode part of the source’s information and assist in
forwarding them to destinations in the worst channel condition. Although the approach
could not surely lead to the optimal relay configuration for partial decode-and-forward, it
at least can lead to partial decode-and-forward protocols that make further performance
improvement based on available full decode-and-forward protocols in general two-hop
multicast relay networks.
During the analysis, we have assumed perfect distributed beamforming at the relays
when they cooperate to send information to both destinations. However, in practice,
implementation of distributed beamforming is challenging, since we need to ensure
phase coherence of the transmit signals from different relays in the presence of unknown
phase offsets between them. This synchronization issue is studied in [116, 117], etc,
and it is shown that by implementing the algorithms proposed there, most part of the
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beamforming gain can be harvested. The algorithms can be modified and implemented
to the relay-to-destination layer in the multicast relay network under consideration.
3.8

Summary

We study the achievable rate regions and the DMT of a two-hop multicast relay network
by considering both full and partial decode-and-forward protocols for the network. The
key advantage of partial decode-and-forward over full decode-and-forward originates
from the fact that instead of sending a single information flow with a large rate, the
source node in the network splits the information and sends it in multiple flows with a
smaller rate each. By rate splitting, the information flow through the network becomes
more flexible and adaptable so that it can make a better use of all links of the network
including the weak ones. This argument is justified by the uniformly better achievable
rate of partial decode-and-forward compared to full decode-and-forward and by the fact
that the achievable rate of partial decode-and-forward approaches arbitrarily close or
within 1 bit/s/Hz to the cut-set upper bound, asymptotically.
3.9

Geometric illustration of the optimal beamformer

The optimization problem is given by

max min {|h11 g1 + h21 g2 |, |h12 g1 + h22 g2 |} ,

(126)

|g1 |2 + |g2 |2 = 1.

(127)

g1, g2

where
Let us rewrite the fading coefficients in their polar-coordinate form: h11 = ρ11 eiα11 ,
h12 = ρ12 eiα12 , h21 = ρ21 eiα21 , and h22 = ρ22 eiα22 . Furthermore, let us also rewrite
the beamforming coefficients of the first and second relays in their polar-coordinate
form: g1 = l1 eiγ1 and g2 = l2 eiγ2 . Then (127) yields that l12 + l22 = 1. Hence, we can
π
introduce a variable θ ∈ [0, ] such that l1 = sin θ and l2 = cos θ. After rewriting the
2
coefficients in their polar-coordinate form, the optimization problem (126) and (127)
becomes

max

0≤θ≤π/2,0≤γ1 ≤2π,0≤γ2 ≤2π
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n

ρ11 sin θ + ρ21 cos θei[(γ2 −γ1 )+(α21 −α11 )] ,
o
ρ12 sin θ + ρ22 cos θei[(γ2 −γ1 )+(α22 −α12 )] . (128)
min

We further define the following quantities: Θ = (γ2 − γ1 ) + (α21 − α11 ) and ∆ =
α22 − α12 + α11 − α21 . By replacing them in (128), the optimization problem of (128)
becomes

max

0≤θ≤π/2, 0≤Θ≤2π

min



ρ11 sin θ + ρ21 cos θeiΘ ,
ρ12 sin θ + ρ22 cos θei(Θ+∆)

o

.

(129)

A geometric view of (129) is illustrated in Fig. 29. Points A, B, C, and D in
Fig. 29 have coordinates A = (−ρ11 sin θ, 0), B = (−ρ12 sin θ, 0), C = (r2 cos(Θ +
∆), r2 sin(Θ + ∆)) with r2 = ρ22 cos θ, and D = (r1 cos Θ, r1 sin Θ) with r1 =
ρ21 cos θ. Furthermore, it is true that ∠XOD = Θ and ∠DOC = ∆. Then (129) is
equivalent to

min {|AD| , |BC|} .

max

0≤θ≤π/2, 0≤Θ≤2π

(130)
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Fig 29. Geometric representation of the optimization problem, where ∠XOD = Θ and
∠DOC = ∆. Furthermore, segment AD corresponds to ρ11 sin θ + ρ21 cos θeiΘ in (129),
and segment BC corresponds to ρ12 sin θ + ρ22 cos θei(Θ+∆) .

From Fig. 29 we observe the following:
1. |AD| reaches its maximum when Θ = 0. Therefore, if the optimal θ lies in a region
such that for Θ = 0, it is true that |AD| < |BC|, the optimal beamformer satisfies

|hb2 | > |hb1 | > |h11 |.

(131)
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2. |BC| reaches its maximum when Θ = −∆. Therefore, if the optimal θ lies in a
region such that for Θ = −∆, it is true that |AD| > |BC|, the optimal beamformer
satisfies

|hb1 | > |hb2 | > |h12 |.

(132)

3. If the optimal θ belongs to neither of the above two regions, the optimal Θ should
satisfy that |AD| = |BC|. Then the optimal beamformer satisfies

|hb1 | = |hb2 | > |h12 |.
3.10

(133)

Proof of Proposition 6

Let us assume that β takes a fixed value β0 . Then, the capacity region of the MAC in
(104) is given by [2]


Rv ≤ log 1 + |h11 |2 β0 Pr ,
2



Rc ≤ log 1 + |hb1 | (1 − β0 )Pr ,


Rv + Rc ≤ log 1 + |h11 |2 β0 Pr + |hb1 |2 (1 − β0 )Pr .

(134)
(135)
(136)

This region is plotted in Fig. 30. It is easy to show that the slope of the segment AB is
−1 for any β0 in the range [0, 1].
We will prove by contradiction that as β varies in the range [0, 1], the point A is on
the boundary of the capacity region of the MAC with a total power constraint. Let us
denote the coordinates of a point Z as (RvZ , RcZ ). Suppose that A is an interior point of
the capacity region. Then, there must be another point A0 , different from the point A,
0
0
that satisfies RvA ≥ RvA and RcA ≥ RcA . The relationship between the points A and A0 is
shown in Fig. 30. Since the slope of the segment AB is −1, irrespective of the value
of β0 , there must exist a segment A0 B 0 parallel to AB, which corresponds to another
fixed value of β, denoted as β1 . All points on the segment AB have a sum-rate equal to

log 1 + |h11 |2 β0 Pr +|hb1 |2 (1 − β0 )Pr ). Similarly, all points on the segment A0 B 0

0
have a sum-rate equal to log 1 + |h11 |2 β1 Pr +|hb1 |2 (1 − β1 )Pr ). Since RvA ≥ RvA
0
and RcA ≥ RcA , the sum-rate at A0 is larger than that at A, which jointly with the
assumption that |h11 | < |hb1 | yields that β1 < β0 . Furthermore, A0 must satisfy that


0
0
RvA ≤ log 1+|h11 |2 β1 Pr , which leads to RvA < log 1+|h11 |2 β0 Pr = RvA . The
0
latter is contradictory to the assumption that RvA ≥ RvA . Thus, the point A cannot be an
interior point of the capacity region and must be on its boundary.
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Fig 30. An illustration of the capacity region of a MAC when β takes a fixed value β0 . We
prove by contradiction that point A is on the boundary of the capacity region of the MAC
with a total power constraint.

3.11

Proof of Proposition 7

Under the condition that |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | and β d > β u , when β varies in the range
[0, 1], only the cases in Fig. 23(c), (d), and (e) can occur. In the case of Fig. 23(d), the
sum rate of point A is equal to that of point B, which means that

log 1 + |h11 |2 βPr + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr




= log 1 + |h12 |2 βPr + |hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr .

(137)

Solving (137) yields a value for β, denoted as β ∗ , which is given by

β∗ =

|hb2 |2 − |hb1 |2
.
|hb2 |2 − |hb1 |2 + |h11 |2 − |h12 |2

(138)

When β varies from 1 to β ∗ , the condition that |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | yields

log 1 + |h11 |2 βPr + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr




> log 1 + |h12 |2 βPr + |hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr ,

(139)
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which means that the sum rate of point A is smaller than that of point B. (139)
corresponds to Fig. 23(c). By the same proof method as in Proposition 6, it can be
shown that in this case, point A = (RvA , RcA ) in Fig. 23(c) is on the boundary of the
achievable rate region of the compound MAC, whose coordinates are given by (107).
When β varies from β ∗ to 0, the condition that |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | yields

log 1 + |h11 |2 βPr + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr




< log 1 + |h12 |2 βPr + |hb2 |2 (1 − β)Pr ,

(140)

which means that the sum rate of point A is larger than that of point B. (140) corresponds
to Fig. 23(e). By a similar proof method as in Proposition 6, it is not difficult to show
that point E = (RvE , RcE ) in Fig. 23(e) is on the boundary of the achievable rate region
of the compound MAC, and its coordinates are given by

RvE

2

= log 1 + βPr |h12 |



,

RcE

= log



1 + |h11 |2 βPr + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr
1 + βPr |h12 |2



.

(141)

According to (107) and (141), when β varies in the range [0 , 1], the achievable rate
region of the compound MAC is given by Proposition 7.
3.12

Proof of Proposition 8

We have shown by (109) to (111) that when |h11 | < |hb1 | < |hb2 | and β belongs to (β d ,
β u ), the case in Fig. 23(f) occurs. Obviously point D = (RvD , RcD ) in Fig. 23(f) is on
the boundary of the achievable rate region of the compound MAC, and its coordinates
are given by


RvD = log 1 + |h12 |2 βPr ,


RcD = log 1 + |hb1 |2 (1 − β)Pr .

(142)

When β u < 1 and β varies in the range (β u , 1), equation (139) holds, which means that
the case of Fig. 23(c) occurs. As is shown in Appendix 3.11, the point A in Fig. 23(c) is
on the boundary of the achievable rate region of the compound MAC and its coordinates
are given by (107). When β d > 0 and β varies in the range (0, β d ), equation (140)
holds and the point E, whose coordinates are given by (141), is on the boundary of the
achievable rate region of the compound MAC. Note that it’s also possible that β d < 0 or
β u > 1. This is the reason why we introduce β d+ and β u− in (116). It is not difficult to
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check that in those cases Proposition 8 holds.
3.13

Proof of Theorem 4

To prove Theorem 4, first, we need to identify from (117) to (124) the asymptotic
expression of the cut-set upper bound. We observe that as Ps → ∞ and Pr → ∞, the
cut-set bound C¯ can only be (117) or (118). Then, for a given channel realization, we
need to find the optimal achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol
and compare it with (117) or (118). We have shown in Section 3.4.2 how to find the
optimal operating point of partial decode-and-forward, from which we can calculate the
corresponding optimal achievable rate. Recall from Section 3.4.2 that there are two
cases where the optimal operating point of partial decode-and-forward is the same as full
decode-and-forward. Specifically, on one hand, if the channel coefficients satisfy that

log 1+Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } < log(1+Ps |hs2 |2 ), partial decode-and-forward degenerates to full decode-and-forward with both relays activated, and the optimal achievable

rate of partial decode-and-forward is log 1 + Pr min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 } , which is exactly
the cut-set bound (118). On the other hand, if the channel coefficients satisfy that
log(1 + |hs1 |2 Ps ) < log(1 + |h12 |2 Pr ), partial decode-and-forward degenerates to full
decode-and-forward with the first relays activated, and the optimal achievable rate of
partial decode-and-forward is log(1 + |hs1 |2 Ps ). Comparing this rate with (117) yields:


log 1+Ps (|hs1 |2 + |hs2 |2 ) −log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 )
= log(1 +

Ps |hs2 |2
) < 1.
1 + Ps |hs1 |2

(143)

Therefore, it is within 1 bit/s/Hz to (117).
For all other channel realizations that do not belong to the above two cases, just
as shown in the example in Fig. 24, the optimal operating point of partial decodeand-forward is the point where the boundary curves DC and BE cross each other.
Therefore, the optimal rate corresponding to that point can be calculated by jointly
solving the equations that the boundary curves satisfy. Although this is a straightforward
approach to achieve the optimal rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol, the
process is tedious and not illustrative. Therefore, we take another approach to analyze
the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal rate without calculating it explicitly.
First, we consider the source-to-relay layer. We will show that as Ps → ∞, the
value of α in (100) can be adjusted so that Rs gets arbitrarily close to log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 )
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while α 6= 1. We assume that αPs = M , which is an arbitrarily large value. Thus as
Ps → ∞, α approaches 0. We then have:



(1 + αPs |hs1 |2 )(1 + Ps |hs2 |2 )
log(1+Ps |hs1 | )−log
1 + αPs |hs2 |2


(1 + αPs |hs2 |2 )(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 )
= log
(1 + αPs |hs1 |2 )(1 + Ps |hs2 |2 )


(1 + M |hs2 |2 )|hs1 |2
·
= log
,
(1 + M |hs1 |2 )|hs2 |2
2

(144)
(145)

When M → ∞, expression (145) approaches 0. Therefore, we can always set M large
enough to make (145) arbitrarily small. This means that by setting M large enough, the
difference between Rs and log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 ) can be arbitrarily small according to (100)
and (144). Meanwhile, according to (100), we have Rv = log(1 + αPs |hs1 |2 ), which
is a large but bounded value. This means that the rate of the information that is only
decodable by the first relay is bounded.
Next, we consider the relay-to-destination layer whose achievable rate region is
characterized by (112), (113), or (115). We will focus on analyzing (112). The other
two scenarios follow the same logic and leads to the same result. Since the first relay
uses power βPr to forward the information only decodable by itself to the destinations,
it must hold that

log(1 + αPs |hs1 |2 ) = log(1 + βPr |h12 |2 ).

(146)

As is shown above αPs is a bounded number, so βPr is also bounded. Therefore, the
power (1 − β)Pr , which is used to forward the information at rate Rc by both relays,
approaches ∞. Then according to (112), the asymptotic behavior of the sum rate from
the relays to the destinations satisfies

 ·

Rv + Rc = log 1 + Pr |hb2 |2 +βPr (|h12 |2−|hb2 |2 ) = log 1 + Pr |hb2 |2 .

(147)

By jointly considering the source-to-relay and relay-to-destination layers, we obtain

the following results: If log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 ) ≥ log 1 + Pr |hb2 |2 , the asymptotic rate
of the network is determined by the relay-to-destination layer, and it approaches the

cut-set upper bound (118). Otherwise, if log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 ) < log 1 + Pr |hb2 |2 , the
asymptotic rate of the network is determined by the source-to-destination layer, which
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approaches log(1 + Ps |hs1 |2 ). According to (143), the rate is within 1 bit/s/Hz to the
cut set bound (117).
3.14

Proof of Theorem 5

3.14.1 Full decode-and-forward with both relays activated
Let us define the following quantities:

|hsr |2 = min{|hs1 |2 , |hs2 |2 },

|hrd |2 = min{|hb1 |2 , |hb2 |2 }.

(148)

Then, since we assume that Ps = Pr , the achievable rate of full decode-and-forward
protocol with both relays activated, which is denoted by RFD2 , is given by

RFD2 = log(1 + Ps min{|hsr |2 , |hrd |2 }).

(149)

Let us also define the following outage events

E1 = {log(1 + Ps |hsr |2 ) < r log Ps },

E2 = {log(1 + Ps |hrd |2 ) < r log Ps }.

(150)

Then we have that as Ps → ∞,



Ps r − 1 ·
2
2
Pr[E1 ] = Pr |hsr | <
= 1−r ,
Ps
Ps

(151)

(151) holds because |hsr |2 in (148) is an exponential random variable with rate 2 and
thus for x → 0, we have Pr[|hsr |2 < x] = 1 − e−2x ≈ 2x.
It is quite difficult to calculate Pr[E2 ] directly. Instead, we utilize its upper and lower
bounds to find its asymptotic behaviour with respect to Ps . We first find the upper bound
on Pr[E2 ]. Since beamforming achieves the capacity of the relay-to-destination channel
in this case, other schemes such as space-time coding will only achieve a sub-optimal
rate. Specifically, if the relays implement the space-time coding scheme proposed by
Alamouti [118], the achievable rate, denoted by RAlamouti , satisfies

RAlamouti < log(1 + Ps |hrd |2 ).

(152)
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Therefore,

2

·

Pr[E2 ] < Pr[RAlamouti < r log Ps ] =

Ps

2(1−r)

.

(153)

(153) holds because it is proven in [1] that for a single destination, Pr[RAlamouti <
·
r log Ps ] = 1/Ps 2(1−r) . In the case of 2 destinations, the asymptotic outage probability
is simply doubled. Next, we find the lower bound on Pr[E2 ]. A lower bound on Pr[E2 ]
can be derived from the cut-set bound. Since

log(1 + Ps |hrd |2 ) < log(1 + Ps (|h11 |2 + |h21 |2 )),

(154)

we have
1

·

Pr[E2 ] > Pr[log(1 + Ps (|h11 |2 + |h21 |2 )) < r log Ps ] =

Ps

2(1−r)

.

(155)

Notice that both the lower and upper bounds have Ps 2(1−r) as the denominator. Therefore, the asymptotic behaviour of Pr[E2 ] also is of the order of 1/Ps 2(1−r) .
After characterizing Pr[E1 ] and Pr[E2 ], we can derive dFD2 (r). According to the
definition (3), we obtain

dFD2 (r) = lim −
Ps →∞

log(Pr[RFD2 < r log Ps ])
log(Pr[E1 ∪ E2 ])
= lim −
.
Ps →∞
log Ps
log Ps

(156)
Furthermore, we have that max{Pr[E1 ], Pr[E2 ]} < Pr[E1 ∪ E2 ] < Pr[E1 ] + Pr[E2 ] and
that

lim −

Ps →∞

log(max{Pr[E1 ], Pr[E2 ]})
log(Pr[E1 ] + Pr[E2 ])
= lim −
.
P
→∞
log Ps
log Ps
s

(157)

Therefore, (156) becomes

log(Pr[E1 ∪ E2 ])
log Ps
log(max{Pr[E1 ], Pr[E2 ]})
= lim −
Ps →∞
log Ps
log(Pr[E1 ])
= lim −
= (1 − r), r ∈ [0, 1].
Ps →∞
log Ps

dFD2 (r) = lim −
Ps →∞
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(158)
(159)
(160)

3.14.2 Full decode-and-forward with a single relay activated
Let us define the following quantities:

|h1sd |2 = min{|hs1 |2 , |h11 |2 , |h12 |2 },

(161)
(162)

|h2sd |2 = min{|hs2 |2 , |h21 |2 , |h22 |2 }.
Then, |h1sd |2 and |h2sd |2 are exponential random variables with rate 3.
The achievable rate of this protocol, which is denoted by RFD1 , is given by

RFD1 = log(1 + Ps max{|h1sd |2 , |h2sd |2 }).

(163)

Let us further define the following outage events

E3 = {log(1 + Ps |h1sd |2 ) < r log Ps },
E4 = {log(1 +

Ps |h2sd |2 )

(164)
(165)

< r log Ps }.

Then,
·

Pr[RFD1 < r log Ps ] = Pr[E3 ] · Pr[E4 ] =

3
Ps

1−r

·

3
Ps

1−r

=

9
Ps

2(1−r)

. (166)

By definition (3), expression (166) yields

dFD1 (r) = 2(1 − r), r ∈ [0, 1].

(167)

3.14.3 Partial decode-and-forward
Theorem 4 shows that as Ps → ∞, the achievable rate of this protocol is within 1bit/s/Hz
to the cut set upper bound. Therefore,

log(Pr[RPD < r log Ps ])
log(Pr[C¯ < r log Ps ])
= lim
,
Ps →∞
Ps →∞
log Ps
log Ps
lim

(168)

where the achievable rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol is denoted by
RPD . The effect of the constant gap vanishes as Ps → ∞. Expression (168) means that
the optimal DMT of the network can be achieved by the partial decode-and-forward
protocol and it can be calculated from the cut-set upper bound. As Ps → ∞, the cut-set
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upper bound can only be (117) or (118). For (117), we have shown in (155) that

1

·

Pr[log(1 + Ps (|h11 |2 + |h21 |2 )) < r log Ps ] =

Ps

2(1−r)

.

(169)

For (118), we have also shown in (153) and (155) that as Ps → ∞,

1
Ps

2(1−r)

< Pr[log(1 + Ps |hrd |2 ) < r log Ps ] <

2
Ps

2(1−r)

.

(170)

Hence, from definition (3), it follows that
dPD (r) = dopt (r) = 2(1 − r), r ∈ [0, 1].
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(171)

4

Conclusions and future work

In this thesis, we study two wireless relay network models, namely wireless tandem
MIMO relay networks and wireless two-hop multicast relay networks.
Regarding wireless tandem MIMO relay networks, we develop a systematic approach
to analyze their fundamental DMT under the assumption that the relays implement a
class of practical FD techniques that enable them to opt for either FD or HD mode.
Based on the analysis, we make a thorough comparison between the performance of FD
and HD mode operations in the framework of wireless tandem relay networks. We find
that both FD and HD modes have opportunity to outperform each other. Specifically,
for many tandem relay networks, in the low multiplexing gain region, the best relaymode configuration is to let all the relays operate in HD mode since this relay-mode
configuration achieves the best diversity gain in the low multiplexing gain region.
However, in the high multiplexing gain region, the best diversity gain is usually achieved
by switching some relays to FD mode. Furthermore, we study how residual interference
at relays working in FD mode affects the DMT of a tandem network. We find that
residual interference not only derogates the performance of FD mode, but also affects
the optimal power allocation of the network. Specifically, if residual interference is zero
or has a sufficiently low power level, a linear power allocation scheme can achieve the
optimal DMT of the network. Otherwise, the optimal DMT is achieved by a nonlinear
power allocation scheme. Finally, the DMT analysis illustrates an effective principle to
deal with general multi-hop wireless networks, which is to break them down into small
scale subnetworks with certain key structures. Then, studying the general multi-hop
wireless networks essentially becomes studying those small scale subnetworks and the
relationship among them.
Regarding wireless two-hop multicast relay networks, we focus on a case study
where a single source multicasts to two destinations through the assistance of two relays.
We propose and analyze the performance of a partial decode-and-forward protocol for
the network, which includes the full decode-and-forward protocol as a special case and
achieves a better performance in general. Specifically, we prove that the achievable
rate of the partial decode-and-forward protocol can either reach arbitrarily close to the
cut-set upper bound of the network or reach within 1 bit/s/Hz to that, asymptotically
with respect to the transmit power. We also show that the partial decode-and-forward
protocol can achieve the optimal DMT of the network. Then, we discuss the perspective
of implementing the partial decode-and-forward strategy to general two-hop multicast
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relay networks with multiple relays and destinations.
The work in this thesis is ready to be extended in the following directions:
First, according to Section 2.2, when we consider that a relay in the tandem network
adopts the distributed-antenna design, it actually represents a virtual MIMO system
consisting of two nodes that are connected through a backhaul link and can fully
cooperate with each other. Along this line, it is of great interest to investigate a more
complicated virtual MIMO system composed of more nodes that can cooperate with
each other. It is essential to figure out the optimal cooperation scheme among the nodes.
Specifically, we need to decide whether all nodes should jointly operate in HD mode
or FD mode, and when the nodes jointly operate in FD mode, which should be the
transmitting and receiving nodes.
Second, both the tandem MIMO relay network and multicast relay network models
that we have studied have a simple layered structure. This characteristic makes their
performance analysis relatively easy compared to non-layered multi-hop wireless
networks. For instance, thanks to the layered structure, the proper sets are easily
identified when we perform DMT analysis on tandem MIMO relay networks. However,
it might not be the case in non-layered multi-hop wireless networks, and it is of great
interest to extend the approaches developed in the framework of layered networks to
explore more complicated non-layered multi-hop wireless networks.
Finally, in both the tandem MIMO relay network and multicast relay network
models, we only need to consider transmission schemes that support a single information
flow in a single source-to-destination group. In a more general network model, several
independent data flows among different source-to-destination groups may happen at
the same time. As a consequence, it is essential to design transmission schemes that
can properly manage the interference among those different data flows in different
channel conditions. For instance, interference alignment [12, 119, 120] and computeand-forward are such schemes and they have drawn a lot of attention currently. It is an
interesting direction to design and study transmission schemes for multi-hop wireless
relay interference networks that support multiple independent data flows.
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